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CHAP'l'ER I 
I NTHODUCTIO N and PROBLEM 
The movement in Educ a tion toward usefullness in daily 
living is at last modifying the traditional teaching of 
arithmetic . In the early colonial arithmet ics the problems 
were used as illustrations of business transactions, and 
were mostly solved. Pike l/ of Boston , _published in 1788 
such a text, which could be used as an encyclopedia for a 
business man with a puzzling problem to s olve. In this 
handbook, 11New and Complete System of Arithmetic", a man 
would find a problem which was similar to his own, a n d 
study the solution which was g iven in the book and then he 
would solve h is own problem a c cord ingly . 
As these texts were adopted for school usae e and 
placed in the hands of yoLmg children, the solutions were 
omitted, and a situation confronted the children which wa s 
q_uite too difficult for them. I t was then that the theory 
of "mental discip line " vms applied to arithmetic as a de -
1/ P ike, Nicho l as A. M. New and Compl~~e S~stem of Arith-
metic, Boston, 1788. 
1 
fence of the req_uired work on problems in ar i thmetic in t he 
schools . But with t he development of t he He rbartian psychol-
ogy and t he Dewey theory of int erest in pra ctical things , 
there were murn.bling s of di sse.t i sfaction among the educators, 
as wel l as among the parents a nd the pup i ls . 
Among t he earlier men who advo cated the more u seful or 
functional type s of education were Ho r a ce Mann , Colonel 
Par ker, John Dev~ ey , Henry Su2;zal lo, and J!.,rank McMurray . In 
the field of arithmetic, there were publish ed commun i ty 
th f . thri t. l 1 '1 1]_. l/ studies on e uses o ar1 ne 1c as ear y as ~ _ The 
ea r lier s tudi es urged the omissi on from the drill pro gram 
of the processe s not much used by adults . 
Devvey 21 felt that s chool s shoul d prepare for the so -
cia l progress of the pup ils, and that grea t waste in educa -
ti on comes from the fact tha t experiences outside of school 
are not used within the school s . 
Mc~~!urray 'D / had the same i dea a s Dewey , t ha t schools 
should utili ze real life situat i ons to gui de the t h ink i ng 
of the pupils, in the problem work . He 4 / state s , "Under 
nor mal condit i ons t he motive for keen t h i nk ing i s found i n · 
2/ 
o/ 
Connersville Course of Study in Elementa ry Mathemati c s, 
Connersvi lle , I ndi ana , 1911. 
Dewey, John School and Soc iety , University of Chicago 
Press , Ch icago, Illinois. Revised Edition, 19~6 . 
I11lcMurray, Frank What i s the Ma t ter with Arithmeti c Ed -
ucation, Volurn.e LIV , pp 449 -451, April, 1934 . 
McMurray, Frank Ibid. 
2 
the closeness of the relation of the problem, particularly 
the answers, to one's own life.n He felt that problems 
should deal with industry, government, transportation, and 
anything related to the conduct of an adult citizen. He l/ 
sensed the need for a change in the arithmetic instruction. 
He has stated that some of the weaknesses in arithmetic in 
the solving of the problems were due to the following facts: 
1. Children were uncertain of the process 
2. Problems did not represent normal conditions 
3. Much thinking -v as required 
4. The work was dull. 
Brown and Coffman 2 / who agreed that work in arithmetic 
was not taught mainly for drill, but for use in later life 
said, "In the past instruction was characterized by memori-
zation of rules, formulas, exm~ples . Little attempt was 
made to relate the materials and methods of arithmetic to 
social and industrial life ." 
Other men who have made studies of proble-o.s have shovm 
the need of more practical prob;Lem units if the pupils are 
to be interested in the solution of the work . 
1/ 
2/ 
11 The children should see that the material included in 
McMurray; lt,rank Tb,e Q,uestion that Arithmetic is Facing 
and Its Answer, Teachers ' College Re cord, Volmo.e XXVII, 
p 87D, June, 1926 . 
Brown, J. c. anci Coffman, L . D. How To Teach Arithmetic, 
Row Peterson and Co., New York, 1914, Chapter VI, pp 71-
81. 
the arithmetic is of service in carrying on the work of the 
community." Klapper l/ has given thi s idea concerning p ro b -
lem. work tha t 11The first e ssent ial of an arithmetic problem 
is its ability to se t before the chi ld a real situation." 
Therefore he goe s on to state, "Problems - should deal with 
familiar activities." 
s tone §} writing in 1922 llas follovJed this same line of' 
thinking in the matter of problems f or children, a nd has 
given his a i ms for a course of study as follows: 
1/ 
2/ 
1 . To develop power in the student to see and 
to express the quantitative rela tions that 
exi s t among t he magpitudes that come within 
his experience, and to interpret the numeri-
cal expressions of such relationships. 
2. To develop in the student t h e habit of r e -
lationships, especially those vital to his 
present or future welfare. 
~. To give the student a social insi ght into 
current business and industrial practices 
t hrough which he can interpret references 
met in general read ing , and in conversation, 
to t he world's activiti es . 
4. Problems must be concrete, problems must be 
Klapper, Paul Teaching of Arithmetic , D. Appleton Co., 
Chapter XII I , p 270, 1921 . 
Stone, j. c. The Teaching of Arithmetic, Benjaman San-
born Co., 1922 , Chapt er X~II, pp 167-168. 
4 
real, problems must be true to present day 
condit ions, if they are to have a vital in -
terest to the pupil. 
Osburn l/ felt that problems could be made clearer t o 
the pupil . He presented the idea of ·using s o called ncues" 
in the work of solving problems . These "cues " were to be 
learned by the pup il and certain types of work performed 
according to the sta tewent of the rrcuen. It was thought 
that pupils must see i dentities if they we re to be able to 
decide on the correct method to solve a problem. This ~a s 
an u.nfortunate lead ; ''cues" should not rep lace thinkin r=: . 
With t his growine interest with the phase of a rithmetic 
dealing with problem solving many stud ie s were conducted to 
try to discover the reasons v•,hy _t_)Upils had diff ica l ty in 
their problem work. Hydle e.nd Clapp 2 / r11.ade a study to 
investi gate some of the elements of difficulty which face 
pupils when t hey attempt to ~o lve problems. They decided 
to confine their study to these ei t:;ht elements of diff iculty: 
1 . Ob j ective setting 
2 . Size of numbers 
Osburn , ·ii . J. Corrective Arithmetic, hOUf_:,hton ~· J.ifflin Co . 
ol·illae II, Chapter I, Boston, 1929. 
Hydle , L . L . and Clapp, ffrank L. ~lements of Diffi culty 
in ~he Interpretation of C_'?.flcre~e :Problems in Ar i thmet i cs 
Univers ity of Wisconsin, Bureau of Educ a ti onal . e search, 
Bulletin No. 9 , 1927. 
5 
;:; . Unfmailie.r ob j e c t s 
4 . Arrangeme n t of problems in a s eri es 
·!:). Non - e ssentia l terms 
6 . l!;xperi ence and v i suali z a ti on 
7 . The problem form of a s t a temen t compared 
with the p r oje ct f orm of s t a tement 
8 . Symb o l i c terrns . 
Th i s study f ound that t hese element ;:; o f O. iff' i c J.l ty d o 
cause tro~ol e i n the s olving o f pro bl ems , a n d it wa s de -
ci ded t hat prob l ems should be s o dev ised as to come ~ ithin 
t he e xp e rience of the pupil in orde r that he mi f:;h t be able 
t o vi suali ~e the s i tua tion. 
The i dea of " unfami l i ar s~ ttings of a p r o blem" wa s t h e 
theme o f a s t udy by Brm.vriell a nd Stretch . l/ They a t temp t e d 
to s e e whe ther chi l dren ' s s u c c e ss in solv ing p robl ems i s 
concH tion e d by the f ami l i ar i t y in the sett i ng descr i be d in 
the p roblems . Th e e:x.l_Je riment wa s tr i ed wi t h cH f ferent 
types of p rob l ems a nd wi th diffe rent g roups of chi l d r e n . 
No def inite a n swer was found by t hi s inves t i gati on re lati v e 
to t h e famili a r or to the unf ami l i ar sett i n g for a p r o b lem, 
a s some lJUp ils had d i ff i c ulty i n solving t he p rob l ems wi t h 
f amili a r settings, wh i le they e n countered no d i ff i c ulty with 
Br ownell , Willian A . a nd S t ret ch, Lo r e na B . The Eff e ct 
of Unfam.i ltar Se t ting s on Problem Solving , Dulce Uni v a r-
s i t y Pre s s, Durham, Nor t h Ca r olina , 1 9 3 1 . 
6 
problems with unfamiliar settings . VJh i te l/ later discov -
ered that t h is study was not well set up. 
' vest 2/ states, "Accurate diagnosis depends on an 
ade quate analysis of the situation if the pupil is to be 
able to solve t he problems." Many failures in the problem 
work, iiest felt, vliere due t o the l ack of comprehension of 
t h e situat ion presented. He attemp ted . to suggest some ways 
of presenting problems to the pupil s so they would not have 
any diff iculty in the solution of problems. 
A s t udy undertaken by Krac,ler 3 / i n the interests of 
improving the teaching of arithmet ic deals with the f a ctors 
effecting the success of pup ils in solving problems . She 











Familiarity of situation . 
The work was done with the pupils at the sixth rsrade level . 
1/ 
2/ 
White, Helen M. Relati on of an Understanding of the Situ-
ation in a Problem and Success in ~ts Solut i on, Boston 
Ornversu;y 1l 1hes1.s, - .L9i.iZ~ 
West, Guy A. The Skill Involved in Problem Solvine in the 
Elemen t ary School Arithmetic, l~:lathematics Teacher, 1930, 
Volume A.Xl.u_, No. 6, pp j?9 - 38l. 
Kr amer, Grace ~ffect of Certain Factors in Verbal Ar i th -
metic Problems on Children ' s Success in Solution , John 
Hopkins Press, Education, No . 20, 1933. 
? 
It r~a s r ound that pupils do achieve better resu.l ts i f 
they are interested in the problem, and that the interroga -
ti ve form of problem was easier for the pupils than t he 
declare.ti ve form of statement of the pro blem. 1/ Kramer - also 
found t hat there wa s no best patte rn or style of problem t o 
be used , and tha t the pupils did. respond to 11 cue s 11 r a ther 
than to facts and requirements of t he problem . He r results 
were negative, suggesting something fundrunentally wrong with 
the usua l problem work in the schools. 
'l'he plea of Thorndike 21 in t h e matter of the type of 
problem wa s a problem, "the solution of which will help the 
child to solve problems which he meets in life . " He went 
on to state t hat a problem should preferably: 
l . Deal wi th a situat i on which is likely to 
occur often in re al i ty 
2. Deal with a situation in the way which it 
should be dealt with 
3 . Make the situation neither nruch harder or 
much easier to understand than it would be 
when really present to the pupils ' senses 
4. Be supported by somewhat the s ame de gree of 
interest and motive s as attached to the 
problem which t he pupils will meet in a ctual 
1/ Op. cit. 
?:.,./ Thorndike, Edward Lee Psycholo gy of Arithmet ic, 
Maciv1illan Comp any , Boston, 1926. 
8 
conduct of his affairs. 
"The Connersville Course of Study in Elementary Ma thema-
ticsn l/ vms one of the early attempts to connect arithmetic 
with the life of the community. The work in that "Course 
of .Study" was planned with the idea of making arithmetic 
for children meet the needs of adults. A check was made 
with the business men of Connersville to see what they 
thought should be included in the problem work for the 
schools. The purpose of this check was to eliminate from 
the required work of the grades t h e unnecessary thing s which 
would not be useful to the futur e citizens. 
Some of the suggestions for units for problems given 
in the revised "Course of s tudy", after the replies of the 
business men had been received, were : 
1. Buy ing a lot and building a house 
2. Farm products and their sale 
b . Furnishing a five room house 
4. Investment and Losses. How to conserve 
the principal 
5 . Life Insurance. How much and what type 
for particular conditions. 
All these units dealt with situa tions with which the 
pupils were familiar since they embod ied comm.on community 
experience s . 
Course of S tudy in Elementary Mathematics, Connersville, 
Indiana, September, 1911. 
g 
Within the las t two de cades much thought and study has 
been devoted to tl1e i mpro vement of problem work in the grades 
of t he elementary schools. They have broug~t to us in the 
form of theses detailed stories of actual experiment s , using 
the idea of real li f e problems , as they were carried on 
within a classroom. These experiments deal with the p roblem 
in all the grades , and show that arithme t i c can be made to 
have a vital appeal to the children who are taugh t the work 
through problem units dealing with real life situations. 
IViahoney l/ who describes units in grade one which 
involved the spending of money, gave the pupils an actual 
use for the combinations in addition , which are usually 
taught by uninteresting dri ll proceedures. 
Q.ua ttlander Z/ carried on her work at t he second grade 
level. The pupils kept an accoun t of t he money they earned 
and t he way t h is money was spent. Through this type of 
problem work the children became keenly interested in their 
ar ithmet ic . 
3/ The i dea of the budge t was developed by Hennigar -
when she us ed her sixth grade pupils . The pupils worked 




Mahoney, Olive G. Extending First Grade Experience in 
Number , Boston University Thesis, 1938 . 
Q.uattlander, E . Replacing Systemat ic Drill with Infor - · 
mational Units in Second Grade Arithmetic, Bos t on Uni ver -
sity Thesi s , l9D5. 
Henni gar, Lucy L . Arithmeti c : Informational Pr oblem Units 
for Grade Sixth , Boston Univers i ty Thes i s, 19 35 . 
10 
community. 
IvicMahon l/ at the ei ghth gr ade level deve loped an inter-
esting unit on the building and operating a bank. Through 
this unit the pupils obtained a clear knowledge of the pur -
pose of a bank, and an unders tanding of the work carried on 
in a bank , because they cm11e in contact with a situation 
which they vwuld find in real l ife. 
2/ This ma tter of banking led Russell to plan her unit 
of work for t he Junior Hi gh School level . This unit devel -
oped the work of a bank to show the services which the dif -
ferent kinds of banks render to the customers~ This study 
brought to the pupils a knowledge of the methods of finding 
simple interest and cor:J.pound interest. They also learned 
the different forms used in bank ing for the transaction of 
the business. 
The studies already mentioned were carried on with 
groups of children with normal intelli gence. Cummings 3 / 
had a different type of clas s with which to ca rry out her 
unit of work. She used a group of girls who had ver y low 
I . Q.' s, but found that the unit type of problem, good for 




Mclvlahon, Ka.therine B. An Experiment With a Unit in 
Arithmet ic, Seminar Paper, Boston University, l9i54 . 
Russell, Celia A. Banking As A Junior High School Child 
Should Know It, Boston University Thesis, 1934 . 
Cummings , Irene Putting Arithmetic Prob lem lNork on a 
Functional Basis, Boston University Thes i s, 1964 . 
11 
gro up in preparing them for future living . Her group of girls 
wo r ke4 out a plan f or renting and furnishing an apartment. 
The work reQuired the e;irls to use much thought and good 
judgment in the budgeting of the money which each girl had 
plannea to spend. The work on the unit was comp leted success-
ful ly by each girl showing that if they have problems like 
the ones met by adults they will t ake more interest in their 
arithmetic . 
The t hesis of Gallagher l/ gives us the story of a unit 
on insurance for pup ils of the Junior High School level. The 
unit g ives the story of the early background of insurance 
and then leads up to the present day, giving the different 
forms of insurance with tables to aid in findin g the insur-
ance from given rates. As Gallagher said, "It aims to give 
·, ~ 
the pup il sufficient training on i nsurance so he may under-
stand and compute the finances of insurance as they directly 
concern him." 
As there had been so many f a ilures among pupils on 
problem solving White 2 / made a study · to determine the cause 
of the failures. She based her work on the theory 'tha t 
some relationship may exist betwe en understanding of the 
1/ 
2/ 
Gallagher, Gertrude B. Insurance, an Informa tional Unit 
for Junior Hi gh School Mathematics, 'Boston University 
Tnesis, 1968 . 
White, Helen M. Relation of an Unde r standing of the 
Situation in a Problem and Success in I ts Solution, Bos-
ton University Thesis, 19 ~2. 
·--. 
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situation involved in a problem and the success in solving 
the problem. Her conclusions after her testing was comp leted 
were as f6llows: 
1. Most children select the ri ght process 
when based on experience 
2. Ivlost pupils a chi eve the right answers 
3 . Mos t pupils select the wrong process -when 
probl em is not VJi thin tlleir experience 
4 . A larger per cent of pupils made errors 
when the ri ght· method was chosen 
b. Pupils fail to attempt problems if not 
within their experience. 
These students hav e by their wo rk in the clas s room 
shown to us h ow succes sfully aritrunetic problem work can be 
carried on through the use of functional problem units in 
all grades . From this type of work the pupils made evident 
progress in their understanding of the situations and in 
their ability to use good judc;ment which is so important in 
the problems of adul t life. From these studies it seems 
i mportant that tea chers should selec t units wh ich have a 
vital interes t t o their pupils. ~herefore every tea cher 
needs to become familiar vv i th the life of her community and 
then develop her units around local si tuati ons, as the pupils 
will be interested in what they know is the work of the 
adults about them. 
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If the aim of problem work in the school is to fit the 
pur)ils for adult life, then the te·achers should see that 
the pupils are g iven problems to solve which resemble the 
problems which will confront them when they become adults 
and take their places in the business world. Dr. TN ilson l/ 
in class, gave this idea for a definition of a problem "that 
a problem is something to be solved the a nswer of whiph is 
not known ." Thls seems to be a most suitable way for defin-
ing the type problem one meets as an adult in life. 
The aims for Junior Hi ..:;h School work in problems should 
consider the social needs of our future citizens. One 
author 2 / g ives the following aims in teaching problems to 
pupils: 
1. Objective thinking in terms of real life 
2 . Interpretation of real situations when 
encountered 
3 . Ab ility to apply and use number work when 
needed. 
The unit type of problem wi ll prove beneficia l to the 
Junior Hi Gh School pupils because such worlc, 
l/ \' i lson, Guy Ivi .: Stone, Mildred: Dalrymple , Charles: 
Teaching the Nev1 Arithmetic, McGraw-Hill Book Company 




1. Arouses their interest 
2 . Gives them an insi ght into adult businesses 
~ . Teaches them to t h ink intelli gently 
4. Shows them the need of being accurate 
in the work 
5 . Provides motivation and therefore he lps 
to prevent failures in arithmetic 
6 . Gi ve s an opportunity for co-operative vmrk 
wh ich develop s social relationships needed 
for adul t life. 
Following what the many educators in the field of 
l'vlathematics have seen for the need of more practical probl em 
units in Arithmeti c in the Junior Hi gh .Schoo l classes, I 
have selected the buying of an automobi le as a basis for 
functional problem units in Grade VIII. This probl em gave 
the pupils pra ctical knowledge of real situations which they 
must face in adul t life as all people are int e rested in 
o-v;ning a car. 
Fran this problem as a center many sub-units g rev as 
there were so many factors to be considered by an a<iult when 
he purchases a car . .l!"'or e xample the budget of a salary had 
to be developed bec a use of t he many expenses which a man, a s 
head of a family, has in life . 
The aim of the unit of work was to see if a ca r of a 
desired make could be bought and operated on a g iven salary . 
The un i ts met the followin t; criteria of written problems . 
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"Adults fi e;ure only v.rhen a rea l s ituation confronts them . 
their fi Buring is mot iva ted by purposes . IThy should not 
ch ildren have t he same opportunity? Veri ly a new deal i s 
ne eded in written problems . " 
CRITERIA for PROBLEMS l/ 
1. "Providing additional drill material should be no 
part of the purpose of the problem. Most present 
textbook problems are disguised drill." 
2. "The written problem work should not be subordi-
riated to processes t aught ." 
3. "Wisdom and judgment in decisions on business 
matters, this is the real heart of the matter." 
4. "The problems are necessarily drawn f rom the 
commw1ity and subordinated to real experience." 
5~ ttThis of cour se means t hat they must be sizable 
and pertinent far the group." 
6. "Fi guring as such is secondary, although essential. 
The teacher helps as needed." 
7. "It is true t hat this work well done, provided 
fundamental motivation for drill, but that is not 
the purpose. The purpose i s given in No. 3." 
8. "The setting up of wri tten problem units to meet 
the requirements of these criteria becomes a mat-
--------------------~-----1/ Wilson, Guy M., Criteria of the Written Problem, 
"Educationu, .C.hapt~r Ll.V 1 pp 547-560, April, 1934. 
' 
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ter of concern; it will require familiarity with 
pupils and community: it will require time. The 
development of one such motivated written problem 
unit will often take all class time on written 
problems for twa weeks or a month ." 
As the new deal proposes: 
1. "That textbook isolated written problem 
be completely abandoned.u 
2 . "That child experience become the basis 
for all written problems and the limits 
be such extension as cru1 be based upon 
really significant experi.ence for the 
child. Real child purposes will thus 
be served. Manipulation of numbers as 
such will assume a secondary place in. 
significant problem units.n 
Following these ideas there was an opportunity to give 
the pupils a real purpose for the work . There was an oppor-
tunity to correlate the arithmetic work with two other school 
subjects; namely, Reading and English. To secure much of the · 
necessary information much reading was done to obtain the facts 
needed, and then the pupils had to organize their material to 
present it to others. In order to obtain the answers to many 
of the questions which arose, the need for writing business 
' 




made the English work more vital. 
The story of the procedUl'~E,7 and the work in the carrying 
out of the unit of buying an automobile as the basis for prob-
lem units in Grade VIII is fully developed in Chapter III. In 
Chapter II an explanation of the group of pupils doing the work 
is given and the plan of the experiment is shown . 
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CHAPTEH II 
The Method of the Study 
This experiment was carried on with a group of ei ghth 
grade pupils to determine what value the newer type problems 
are to the pupils of the Junior Hi gh School age, in train-
ing them to think more intelligently, and to use better 
judgment in aritlli~etic. 
The idea of buying a car was used as the basis for 
the building of functional problem units in the work for the 
year. As every boy and g irl at the tTunior Hi gh School level 
knows a great deal about a car , t h is was a suitable choice 
of material in which to arouse interest ir~1ediately in the 
work of problems . 
In the teaching of the p roblem work in arithmetic t \vo 
main objectives were kept in mind as the work was conducte d . 
These objectives were taken from "The Course of Study for 
the :lliighth Graden in the Town of Braintree, and are as follows: 
l. To train pupils to know and understand the 
applications of arithmetic to business 
throue;h functional problem units. 
2 . To train pupils to think intelli gently 
through functional problem units and solve 





"The Course of S tudy" ~. fo r Bra i n tree requi res certain 
un i ts of vvork to be tt._---tgh t i n e.ri thmet i c during the ei r;hth 
graue year , e_ ccord.int~l:.,r , th is experiment vras [~0 plsx111ecl e s to 
place these re quired units on a f uactional basis. The D urno se ~ J. 
was to g i ve the pupils a n i ns i t:;l:l t L1 to r·eal life s i tuations , 
and. to t r s i n them at the same time to thinlc i ntelli gently 
wl1i le solvin~ ~he i r indi v i dual problems on the p~rchas i ng of 
the. i r o~dl car s . 
"The Course of Stu dy " f or the Town of Bra i nt ree also 
su~gested other work for this gra~e w~_ ich was deve l oped i nto 
unit s to enrich the vwrk of this exper i ment . 
'the or·de r i n Hhicl1 tlle d i LC'erent uni 1~ s -,;ere ts.u1_2;h t \ iill 
be explainecL in detai ~ i n the th i rd clu'_pte;_·, _descr i bing the 
a ctual work done by the pup ils i n t he class room . ~he need 
of learn in£-:; a t; i ven unit of i,;ork \.;c: ; ;, SUL)_::es ted c-, s t ile p upi ls 
worl~ed on t h e i r incH v i dm:cl p r ::, ble:a~ . Durin(-, ::Oode ) Bi' j_ous 
~;~any c.Lil':ferent un i ts we r e ~ : arriec_ on by the membeTs of the 
class . 
in€;n. h ere til e d i ffe re nt l{inds of br:nks £~nc:L the ir se rvice s 
t o t h e c orunu~ ity were d i scussed . It ~a s foun d from the 
mater i e l wh i ch was pre s ente~ thet t~e t~o types of banks 
most he :i;J:ful to our car p roblelil were t h e Con:ne rcie.l Bank 
and t h e Savin~s Bank . I n connection •-J i tl.t t he :lormer were 
--- ----- --- ---------1/ The Course of S tu.d_y , O.:J . cit . 
studied the particular services rendered to the depositors, 1/ 
as 
1 . It offers t h em a safe place to ke ep t heir 
money 
2. It permi ts them. to pay out money by check 
3 . It cashes checks received from other persons 
4 . It furnishes t hem fre q uently an a ccount of 
all surn.s deposi t ed in the banlc and p aid out 
on a form ce.lle ci a s t a t ement 
5 . It will "certify" their checks or provide 
them with bank drafts . 
A study of the followin g forms was made: deposit slips , 
checks--their endorsements (in b lank and i n full) . For 
this vJOrk tile pupils obtained samples from the lo cal banks 
for examination . Sofile p upils brou~~ht from ho:c·rre the f'o1.;ms 
lhich had been filled i~ by their parents . 
The Saving s Bank Unit le ti to a study of the two types 
of interest, sin1p le a.nd coLlpo und. Two metho ds for find i n g 
of simp le interest were revievved from the work done in the 
seventh grade . These two methods were t h e Cancellation 
Method and the 60 day 6% me t hod f o r short periods of time . 
The advanc e work for this grade was the use of t he tables 
to find interest . Much time was s p ent at this point on 
practice drills in the use of the tables for finding inter -
----------- -- --~ ----1/ Strayer -Upton Pract ical Arithmetics , Grade VII, .American 
Book Company, p 297, Boston, Mas s ., 1934 . 
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est and the amount s . 
As it was found t ha t banKs ta ke promissory note s for 
the loanlnr; of' money , pupils f ound that t h ey could borrow 
money if t h ey nee ded extra funds for their expen s es . At 
t h is point they learned how to write a not e and the meaning 
of Bank Discount and Proceeds . These t e r ms will not be f or-
got ten as the pupils clearly unders tood the mean i ng . 
The subject of t axes arose when the cla s s members 
decided to own a ca r, and were t hinking of t he different 
items of expense. The Excise Tax doe s not cos e into " 'r he 
Course of Study" l/ but it was necessary to add it to the 
work on taxe s for the un it, as every car owner would need t o 
pay this t ax on his car. 
Ree.l Es tate Taxe s on the ho~aes, and how t he money f or 
taxes is r a ised by t he town are r equired units of work . 
Ti me had to be sp ent at this poi n t on the sub j ect or Real 
Estate Taxes before the pupil s were r eady to f i f-;ure t heir 
o~ n ind i v i dua l taxe s using the r a te for t he town . Other 
t axes wh ich the pupils de c ided we r e necessar y were t h e 
Income Taxes, both State and Fede ral . Fr om t he re ad ing of 
t~e daily pape r s one of the gro up f ound that a Defense Tax 
had been added to the Income Tax . To the se taxes already 
mentioned, the pupils found they must add the Po l l Tax for 
t h e men, and a Do g Tax for all dog owners . As the ir books 
--------------------1/ The Course of Study , Op . cit. 
/ 
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contained no material on these taxes, the p upils had to 
secure the ir informa tion from the outside reading of papers , 
and from talking with dults . 
As the experi~ent required t h e fi guring of a man ' s 
salary in t o a b ude et, the matter o f the different kinds of 
insurance had to be considered . 11 The Course of ' t u dyll l/ re-
quires that the pupils study san e k lnds of insurance so un its 
on 11:0:ome Insurance " a nd t he contents of a home were mad e . 
~he questlon of life insurance was needed for the unit ; 
therefore, time was spent in learning how to find t h e pre -
miums, and wha t va lue insurance i s to the policy hold er . 
Car insurance p roved to be most interesting a s it wa s 
nea r e r to the problem of owning a c a r . Here t he class mad e 
a study of the various k i nds of ca r insurance, a n d why it is 
necessary for a car owner to carry insurance . In c hapter III 
the diff erent types of insurances will be fully erplained as 
the work was done by the pupils is descri bed • 
.At t h e end or the experime nt cara.e the study of buy ing 
a car, one o:t' the way s s u gge sted v.ras on t h e installinent p lan . 
Here a gain t h e work in 11 The Cour se of Study" on Installment 
Plans was not helpful a s it de a lt with the buyine of homes 
on t he mortgag e plans . This plan of by.y ing a h ome was of no 
use to the pupils, as t hey had alrea dy decided to own their 
homes or else rent nous e s • . 
!/ The Cours e or Study, Op . cit . 
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But , from a suggesti on of buying a car in this way 
developed t he need of knowing how to d~ this work so install-
ment plans for buying cars were secured, and some of t he 
class memb e rs fi g·u.red how to buy a c a r in thi s manner . 
_In correlation vv ith this exp c: riment, Engl ish played an 
Lnport a n t part , as i t v1as necessar .: to wr ite letters i n order 
t o obtain much of t h e materibl vv-il ich could not be found in a 
text bo ok . Other mate ri a ls we :ce col:Lec ted by the pupils f'l'om 
the local c e,r dealers . From t hese I!la te rials a great d e e l of 
read i n~ was done to secure t h e neeaed info ~netion . nhe 
wri~ing of the business le tters to the diff eren t busi~es s 
concerns f or v~ hat informr:1ti on was desi r e <i , ws.s done in t he 
re gula r .i:!n(;lisil p er io c, c; . At t11e close of t l:J_ i s chap ter e_re 
samples o f the bus i ness ' l etters ,,,ri tten by t iLe pup il s . 
ot:'l.e.L:' \·.-orl.. in Enr~ l ish rela i;eci to tr.is ezperL ,Lent wa s in 
the for~11 of oral repor ts on 'Nha t i n fo rmation h ad been col-
lec teu b~r the )Up i ls i n t h eir r esearch r e2cd i nc , an d \i·:h E:,_t they 
ll&lt to J.ih. out from t h e convers e. tions 1:, i th a du1 ts. A n ,lmbe r 
ph a se of the U11 i t . In chc:)t.,r III -Gh is co r_r·e lation of t h e 
~n~li sh to ~he un it will be tali more i n detail . A f r i endly 
· lette r to the :~:otllei's s.i.; o ,i· e d_ thc.:t ~r1 e :;Jd.pi ls liked the newe r 
type or problem , a n d ~ i she d ~o continue t h e vark of the e x -
perime n t. 
In order to fully understan~ and anpreciate t h i s s tuCiv 
- - u ' 
it is ne c essary f or the reade r to have the foll ow i ng fac t s 
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abo-<lt the pupils involved i n the ex')erirr1ent . 
Tllece we e t h irty - s even 9U)ils in t.he eic;hth grade in 
an :i~ lementary 3cliool , havin ( ~ t he u:rades one thr•JU ~_;h ei ght in 
one build. i n~~ · Of this m.1n1ber ·r;vventy -trm were boys and f i ·· teen 
·,!el.~e <_;lr ls. S:he] Ol:1f:le from mLl (,le cla~s homes Hl1e.re the 
par ents took an interest in the work of the JUp il s and [ Bve 
Jll<.l.Ch absisH:.nce to l1elp the pupils to o bta in em educst i un • 
.h..Ll the fa ti.J.eJ."S were work i nc , many oi· ·chem travel i n{. to Boston 
eacn 6.&j' . '1.1i1i s maQe a car an essen "Lial nee6. in r11ost of' the 
homes . 
The a~es of the pupils were from ~welve feari to sixteen 
years , and an average ~ce was t~irteen years . 
H1e boys s.nci. tne t., irls i n Vnis exper i fflent vJel'e kept 
separ&te~ into two ~roups as t he ~riter wi shed to see ~hioh 
gro u.p , t11e boss or the t: ~ irls, ·b enefite d the most fr .Jm t h e 
~. or·k on i'cm cili011a J.. pToblem u.u.i ts et t lle J ,.wior iH ~_·h Sch ool 
a ~~e . L.nothc r TEJt:~ son for keep in , ·Llc e two ,>_·:coups separ2.te 
\, as t ha t the boys in this c la s s toc.J !c :-Jore in·t;erest in e.ll the 
work of tne schoo l t han d i d t he cir~s . 1'l1e 'l'a ble s in 
C~ napteT IV -~: i ll shm1 t ii.e relative s"Creng"tb of the t\ i O t::roups . 
"V!i th tllese tc-.bles c1.re t u e 1i<: r. b:Les to shm1 t n e strength of the 
other ei .:)l th t·;ra6_es j_n Llle to-.,n . A.ll t h e c rades are divided 
i~·co I..i eU coi'vUJ)S E! S I:J ClS tile e:x.perililC:mt · _j_ CXO :..l) . 
'l.'he _9upli~:. of L.lle e~~::Jerimen \,c;_l r;rou) .,~ook a c"i. efini te 
sal&rJ e.ild planne ~ e. buCi f_et :1.\n." 'L~1 is c: n.OUilli considerin{ ~ t:n e 
ex.!) ensc;s for a fs~. 1 il.;< . The ~ : u :cpose for t h is ~ ,o_c·k ;:,;:;._ s t o 
ueterr.fline i f' 1:~ Fl'O: n co -.tlc..l ai':~· orG 't0 l1•...tY e cc:tr of e. 6.esirou. 
:n.a1:~e , s 11d t:.J.so to s r=- c if' he coc.tlt:!. 11lEHl his sc,le.::r: y so t llc. t he 
':!:'h is 
ances , e~.;c . 
L :w n t. 'l'h i ;::~ ~~E,s CL.Jne to see i f tL .~.e.:-e had bee.Ll EilY .;.1oticee.ble ·· 
lj:..in ,nCJ.u.e b~ "c.fH0 _,):_Lfl.i.ls i. rl 2.J.'ld;r.wtic _p:coblems , becHuse tl1.ey 
hcHJ. bee:G taU(·Jl L tl-1e c.·.r i-cJ:tnetlc 1·,orl~ 11:ir :f\J.ncl~ionc:l ~.J . .:'O!J len 
un i -cs . 
J:;'urther st.·u.df vw.s mc ci e to conpa1' e th i s e1:.p ._::c inentsl 
c_::co·J.p of e i :_:a t h (Jrec[e pup'Lls vi i c11 trw pu) i l2. i n i;l:ie o·.~ber 
ei.:::;h t 11 i:]ed rjs of tiJe t own ;,~ho ~~ere not t&'c.l i_): t b] tt~e uE;e o f 
onG lar,_;e funct i ont:1.l p:coblam -1ni t . 
'j:l1e follu.dnt__ test :cestll ·t;s 1i1ere useo. f'or al l t h e ._ rouus . 
Tests c. i vc-;n in Grade VIII 
1. Pintner Gene r al Int e J. l i c e n c e Tes t 
2 . Hen .. 1on :;reL::;on I ntel..J. i( .'ence Test 
o. Cl8._LJll - Young Ar i tl1r.·tet i c Reesonin;~c: Tes t , ..0'orm A 
LJ: . J:l 'r oun ·~:;lle St8.nfo r d. Ac~1 ieve~·.1en t Tes t t he r esul t s 
o f the Ar i ~lmet i c Heason in~ Tes t we re used . 
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Tests results afJli er tlle experiment 
1. Cle..1Jp - YoUlli_. 11-..:· i t .l!.mE:tic Heasonin:< '.!..'est , · .B'orm :a 
2 . i!'rc;rn. ·Llie ,·· t anfo.rcl i'>.Cilieve;_J.ent :cest the scores 
of -che Ari"tr ..met ic ~-{eb. sonin r.:; '1.'e:::.t \!ere useCi. 
~ . personally constru.c-ced. problem te~>t vJas LLsed . 
Tl1is -~~v·as b ar~ed on the ic,ea of obtainint:; a.tti tudeE 
rea so nine; .:_~e.. ins , EdlC.1 t;ene ral kno~; leCi t,e . 
Cr-IAPTKR I I I 
'l'li~ S'IORY of' t he CLAS'3 WOHK 
The problem liJOrk was planned to be Co.rried on for one 
period each week during one of t he regul.s.r arithmet ic per i ods, 
which were fi ft y minutes in l ength . When it was nec e s sary 
f'o r ~uore time to coup l ete a par t o f . a unit , another per iod 
during the week was used for t he work . By correlating the 
11-;ork h i th English , t he pup i ls us ed the per i od for Engl i ::;h t o 
~rite the bus iness l etters necessar y to secure the needed 
inf'orr!le,tion . Other wo rk wh ich we.s done in t he 3nf::J.i sh class 
wi ll be expla ined late r in the units of work . Some pc,rts of 
the unit covered many l essons and the pup i ls had an oppor -
tu.n ity to collect and organi z e thei r mate ri al before t h e 
clas s se t as i de for the actual work on the units . Because 
of t h e interest wh i ch t i:t e PUlJ il s took in the development of 
the ~ ork , t hey were will i nL t o spend a ~reat deal of extra 
time to plan their own work . The unit ~as begun in the 
month of October and carried on t .t1roughout t r1e 1lvinter until 
. the end. of .i1.pril. Ti·1e testing was done i n the ·;-;1cn1th of l!ray 
afte r all t~e units had been pas s e d. i n for the final che cking . 
The testin g fo r t he gr oups of pup i ls in the other eichth 
grade s in the to~n was done during the fir s t part of the 





On the _day pl&nne d for pro blem work i n the e a rly pert 
of t he fal l term, the t ea cher be c an he r le sson v1 i th this 
ques tion . 
ttHow many of you woul ci lik e to ov.n a car?" 
All the pup ils but one boy raised the ir hands as they 
were interested in cars . 
"Do you thi nk you could b uy a car?" wa s t he ne~-.t ques-
tl on a s~ed the group . 
11
'fes , if we had ln.oney we coul d get orie , tt said on e of 
tne boys . 
From tha t point becen a cons ide r c:.t ion of t h e typ e o f 
car e a ch pupil wou·ld liKe t o ovm . I t was interesting to 
not e that the boys and g i r ls haci very good reasons for their 
choices of cars of g iven makes . 
11Eo vv nay yo u decid e wh ich c o.r i s best for you to ovm? '' 
n ow ask ed the t ea cher . 
The ans~et to this ques t i on wa s t ha t perhaps it wo~ld 
be be t ter to ~ait until another lesson be for e ci eci d in~ , s o 
that eac .:1 pup i l could secu.re rao re i ni'OI'Flat i on concernine; a 
par ti CLl l a r make of c c;.r v,h ich he desired to own . · ;;Jl th t his 
ci eci s.i _on in mi nd , the a ssigrE!lCil t for the next l esson vm s 
made . 




ferent makes of cars for the lesson the following week . 
During t he week before t h e second. lesson , the pup i ls secured 
aavertizin~ booklets from the l ocal dea l e rs on the d i fferent 
nakes of cars in whi ch the Group was i nte r ested . Some cut 
fro& ::-uacazlnes and t he newspapers the pictures and the 
pr i nted informat i on concernine.; t heir cars . They also se cured 
the prices of the ca r s t hey had de ci ded to purchase . 
Table I shows the t ype s of cars represented by the 
mater i al _bTought i nto class . J,.s the vwrk for the uni t ha s 
been t:ept in t\-vo separate group s, one for the boys , and one 
for tile g irls , t h is teble si1mvs the selection of the cers 
hlad e by each group . 
During the week at spere mo~ment s there 11vere heard e.rtlong 
the pup ils in small gro up s briGf discuss i ons as t o t he In·3 ri ts 
of the different types of cc.r s and why it woul d be b8 <.-:t to 
bu_y the.t particular type of ca r . 'rl1e s e discuss i ons of the 
merits of c1::rs made good to p ics f'or the Oral Engli sh vm rk 
t hat we ek. Ea ch pupi l for Bnglish then told th8 tyne of his 
car , gave t h e pr ice , and gave some of his rea sons 11hy he f elt 
t hat his car was the best . These top ic s were presented 
orallJ and sho~ed that t h e pupils had done some very ca reful 
p~anning of the Oral English topi cs . 
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~1 
List s.tlOwine the mJ.mber of each type of 
ca r selected by the buys and by t he girls. 
l\l.A.KE o"'"' .L C1\.R BOYS GIRLS 
Bui ck 0 3 
Chevrolet 2 2 
Dodge 1 0 
DeSoto , .-'-..1. v 
Cadillac 1 · o 
Ford 2 2 
Plymouth 4 3 
Hudson 2 1 
LaSalle 1 0 
Pontia c 1 0 
Oldsmobile 2 0 
Nash l 1 
s tu<iebaker 2 0 
Chrysler 1 0 
UNIT II 
APrHO;\.CliiHG 'l'HE QUJI: ::3 T I OJ'T OF COST . 
Now that the pup ils had. secured some definite informa-
tion on cars they were ready to st&rt on the actual wo~k of 
de cidinG if they could purchase t h e cars wh ich they had 
chosen . ~ach pup il n ow listed his c a r model , and the p rice 
to be paid . These pri ces are listed on pages 65-~7 in 
Tables II and III . 
There arose the ques tion of tne expense for the opera -
ting of a car after t he person ha d made the purchase . 
nTo k eep a car costs money ," said one pupil . 
" ·i~hat are some of t h e expens es for t he running of a 
car?" ask ed the teacher at t h i s point . 
One of t h e pupils su~gested t hat a li s t of the BXIlens es 
be mad e o n t h e blackboard so that everyone vwuld ha ve t ' ,e 
same li s t to use in his '>J OI'l.( . 
The follovving list of e xpenses wa s mad e and c opied by 
t h e :p upils for use in the problem: 
i n surance repairs new parts 
registration tires accessories 
license taxes anti-freeze mixture 
gas s ticker s garage rent was an 
oil grP- ~ se item for a few 
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"How could you. pay for these i t ems ?tt ·was a question nov1 
given to leaLL t h e IJUpils to thinK wtwt aclul ts must plan if 
tlley own a chr . 
The class decided t l1 ey neecied to know hov,r much money 
tney woulu be able to earn. This was a profitable sue~e st ion, 
and i t led to an a ssi gnrnen t for the vmrk of the nex t week . 
The members of the class were told to be ready to tell wh& t 
the;{ planneo. to do for work w11en t hey were adults and through 
s chool . Ea ch one was asked to be r e ady to g i ve the averag e 
amount of salary paid for the type of work he was to do . It 
~ . -as e vident thc. t t h e question of the bud [:;et would c ome up 
sooner or l ater . 
The question of a fwnily aro s e when one pupi l asked this 
quest i on . 
"Shell we be mar r i ed or live a l one ? " 
The teacher sug(-;esteu tlH:J. t t h e :;JU1Jils t h ink th i s r a tter 
over and be r ady to g ive their de cision at the next le~son . 
The Llse of a typ ico:\l Arne ri can f an ily v.-a s su~:::_~ ested . ~-!oYJ 
we were clec rly up a e:,a inst t 11e family bud ( ~e t . 
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TABLE II 
List of the ears selected by the boys and the price 
to be paid for each car. 
BOY MAKE OF OAR PRICE 
. A. w. Plymouth $ 920 • 
B. w. Chevrolet $ 800. 
B. R. Dodge ~~1,200. 
c. R. Plymouth $ 350. 
c. P. Plymouth $ 350. 
D. R. Ford · $ 850. 
G. K. Oldsmobile $1,045. 
H. E. Hudson $1,114. 
H. L . Cadillac $1,000. 
r. R. Plymouth $ 900. 
K. R. LaSalle 
K. R. Hudson $ 896. 
K. P. studebaker $ 892.50 
M. R. Pontiac $ 896. 
N. p. .Chrysler $ 950. 
P. R. Ford $ 600. 
R. R. Oldsmobile $ 987. 
s. s. DeSoto $ 950. 
s. N. Plymouth $ 963 . 
T. F. studebaker $ 690. 
w. R. Chevrolet $ 800. 
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TABLE III 
List of the cars selected by the girls and the 
pl.' ice t.o be paid for each car. 
GIRL MAKE OF CA..R PH ICE 
B. B . Buick $1 ,200. 
c. L. Buick $1,135 . 
c. w. Buick $1,135 . 
D. M. DeSoto $ 695. 
E. D. DeSoto $ 550. 
G. G. Ford $ 850. 
G. J. Hudson $ 900. 
H. A. Chevrolet $ 800. 
H. K. DeSoto $ 994. 
H. M. Plymouth, $ 900. 
K. H. Ford (used car) $ 700. 
M. M. Plymouth $ 350 . 
N. D. Nash 4' 
'1P 878. 
s . D. Chevrolet $ sao. 
s. B. Plymouth $ 900. 
U.lJ i 'l' I .L I 
After having had time to t1"1ink over t h e assigrunen t the 
pup ils J..~ e a checl t J:1e folio YJ i n e:; decis i o 1s in re c:a r Ci to t h e 
mat ter of f runilies : 
A. Some ~ iohed to use the ir ow n families 
B. Sane boy s decided to be single be cause they 
were to bG air p ilots , and a r lily n1en 
C . Smi1e felt t h ey v~ 1. c-3hed to m;rn c ars to Gethe r 
D. Many of the g irls were c oing to re~ain single 
and either l ive at n ome or else rent an ap a rt -
ment 
Otrte rs took t h e t ypi cal America n i'm'l ::l.ly . 
A study vJCc: s made of t h e dii' t'eren t t yp e s of work , and the 
amount of money p a i d a s s a l a ries for each tjp e . T:i."li s mad e 
an excell ent lesson fo r En(~ish , a nd when t h e time for t h e 
a ri -c .b.metic le sson came , the :Llemb<:;I'S of t h e class were r e aCiy 
to c o~unence the ir · ind iviCiual pl anninG of the ir o~n pro b l ems . 
It took severa l we eks to comp l ete t h i s un it of wor:C,:: . 
Tables I V and V show the types of work · chos en and t h e 
s alary to be received by e a ch pup il . The amounts of sa l ary 
are t h e one s vvhi ch t h e pup il s have u sed i n thei r indivi dual 
pro bleras . 'rhere was d i s c us sion of the typ e of e duc o. ti on each 
pup il would ne ed to have to be f it t ed for t h e work he had 
ch o sen. 
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TABLE IV 
List of the work of ea~h pupil and the amount of 
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List o:f the work to be done by the girls and the 
amount o:f salary each one is to receive. 
GIRL WORK SALARY 
B. B. Laboratory Te chnician $ 5,200. 
r1 L. Doctor, Special ized $10,000. v• 
c. w. Private Secretary $ 2,080. 
D. M. Secretary (husband, M.) $ 6,700. 
E. D. Housewife $ 1,690. 
G. G. Housewife $ 2,600. 
G. J. Architect .!!> 'l( 4,680. 
H. A. Secretary $ 2,340. 
H. K. Housewife $ 2,500. 
H. M. Housewife {husband) $ 2,900 . 
K. H. Housewife 
M. M. Secretary $ 2,050. 
N. D. Nurse $ 1~690 . 
s. D. Teacher. $ 2,600. 
s. B. Nurse $ 2,000. 
11 \iould v1e sp e nd a ll o Llr money on a car?" asked one g irl . 
The ansHer t o t t1l s queGtion was "No . " The e;roup decided 
they would need other t hings bes i des a car if they were t o 
live . 
nBut how was the money earned by each p;..tpi l to be sp ent?lf 
was now the que st i on wh ich confronted t he mffinbers of th e class . 
From t h i s poin t the teacher start ed t o lead the pup ils t o 
deve l op the idea of a oudget for a salary . 
Robert sa i d , "Bveryo ne would need to plan how his noney 
would be used ju~:>t a s I have to pl an l1ow to spenci niy allowance ~ 
11Do yo u mean we must plan a budge t?rr asked another boy . 
The answer V;a s, "Yes . it 
11 v-ha t i tems m.lwt you. have in a bud get ? 11 was the teacher ' s 
next question~ 
It was evid.en t that e a ch pupil neede d. to develop a budget 
plan, and tlle.t t his p lan needed t o bo c o~p le ted before a ca r 
Iivas purchased. . The next assi r;nmen t Dlad e for the fo llov.- ine:; 
week , was to list all the expenses an adul t goula. have in 
r unning a hume . The pupils iNere also to secure ony budc;e t 
p l ans poss i ble for use i n t he next l esson . 
The butige t plan s u sed by t he pup ils nre g i ven i n 
Tables VI and VII . The se materials we re collected by t h e 
pup ils and the t eache r , and follow herewith . 
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CCABLE VI 
Th e John Hancock RoBe Budget 
The Home Budget ---COL;lplimen t s of Granite Trus t 
Company , Q;o.incy, hiass . 
2 . Bu DGET T'LANS I N TJI!XT BOO h:E.J LIS '.r_:;D S~i1FA £ tli..T .G;LY 
D . CAdS 
Uoto r Vehi cle Re g istret i on Manuol -- -Rules and Fees 
Heg.i.stry of Motor Vehi cles 
Wh&t To Look For \/hen You B·uy A New Motor Car 
Ponti a c Gar ---From The General Motors 
Car Insuran ce Policies-- - From The Travelers 
Insurance Gonpany 
l'\fo • '-
No . J:t' A 
No . F A lvi 
No . F G 
No . I>ii G 
No . l\1 V 
4 . II TlG Li.J'iD 0 F TH.l£ l .:L£E If United States Saving s Bonds 
Granite Trust Company , -"_;:,Llincy 
lnsti tution of Sovings---Nev-~buryport 
Sa vine s Ban\. Life lns '-u:aEce CounciJ., Bos ton 
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Chart - --Show iri~ Different Types of Insurance 
Specimen ~olicies As Follo ws : 
..L . 11erm. IoliCJ paye .. hle i f' dea t h occurs 
prior to age 65 
2 . Life Policy Ma~uring At Dea th 
3 . Family I ndeyenden ce Pl an 
<± . Ten Year Tel'Ill Folicy 
5 . Joint· ife Pol.i cy I·.1a tu:;.~i nc At Death . 
l . i:Iod ·..: rn Acci d. e~l t lJol icy .i·fo . H (l) 
2 . Whole ~ife Con~ract 
o . rr·v.en ty Ye a r Endov, men t Co n tract 
4 . hlassa chJsetts Standard Policy (Fi re) 
5 . Safe Deposit6 Box---Bur~lary and Robb ery 
Policy No . 3D 
6 . O~ ners , Landiords ' and Tenants ' 
Li ability Policy No . h?S-- --Eo . Iii? 
7 . Premier l{esid.ence Policy ~.,To . PF 
8 . Accm.mts ~eceivable Policy Ho . Art 
9 . Mam1facturers and Contractors ' 
Li ability Pol icy lJo . DS 
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'riACJ:l:::as ' I.lli T.c;~ I AL (concluded ) 
Group Li fe I n s ur a nc e 
ll . How To Keep It Down by J .K. La s ser 
Si raon and. Schuster, Pu.b l ishers 




Nili..TERI ALS COLLJ!:CTEjJ BY TEE PUT'I LS 
1. LEGISLATION , RULE S AND .H:SGULA'l'IOJ.W HELA'I'ETG TO ;,-O'l'OR 
VEl-IICLBS 
Department of Public Works 
" _t_ . 
2 . 
' v . 
4 . 
o. 











John Hanco ck Mutual Life Insur ance Cor pany 
Travelers 
savings Bank I nsurance 
Pos t a l Lif'e 
5 . Union Mutual Life I nsurance Co . 
6 . Obr i an , Russell & Co . 
7 . Prudential I nsur ance Cor:l)any of America 
8 . The E-mployers ' J!'ire Insur ance Conpany 
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iViAT.8Ril:..LS COL..i....LCTED 
A sine;le tex tbook in arithmetic is i nc-,dequate to use 
when tlle work on problems is tauf::;h t by me ans of a functional 
pro ble:m unit . Uo aciul t makes a fi nal decision in an unfami-
liar business transaction until he thoroughly understands 
the problem , and has searched many sources :for inforr. ation t o 
aid him i n the sol~t ion • 
.Acting as adul ts, t n e pupils in the exiJeri:nen t al group 
vvent to >;wrk 011 their problem, obtain ing materials bear i ng 
on t1e questions , from diff eren t sources, such as insurance 
com_pan i es and car dealers . The lists g i ven wi ll s llow whe re 
the helpful material s were obtained. 
The busine s s men contacted for i n forr1m tion v~ ere very 
cooperative in aiding t he members of the class in meny ways , 
by c:; iving print eci mater ials, and. information to help to 
answer the ques tions wn ich were asked . 
From the work of seeking i nfo r rnat ion , either throuf~h 
the writing of business letter~>, or through t a lking vi i th 
business p eop le, t h e pupils received. a part of t h eir e6.uca-
tion wh ich they could not receive i n a classroon , but wh ich 
was to he l p fi t them to take their places in an a dult world . 
The teacher nmst ~:· i ve help i n the collecting of rilater-
ials and i nforillat ion, as she , because of more experience in 
t he p ractica l usa {::;es of arithmet i c , Vlil l know where to obtain 
certa i n .:..a terials perhaps not a va i lC:J.b le to ch ildren . When 
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many p e ople were ask ed for i n forn a. t i on , t h ey vJere ve r y c lad 
to assist in every \lay po s sible when they understood the pur -
pose for Hh ich the experiment wa s being conduc ted . This 
made i t pos s i ble to ob t ain some rna t e rials not Ufmally t;;i ven 
O l.lt by the compani es , as they ...,,-i shed to see a change i n the 
tra i n ing that is ~iven to pupils . 
'rhe lists on t h e preceding pages , Tabl es XI and -cx .... r, 
show the materials , VI i th their sources , whi ch were col l ec ted 
to aid t n e pupils i n carrying on the ir p r oblem work in 
a rithmetic throuch the use of a fun ctional problem u nit ba s ed 
on tne b uying of a car . 
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UNIT I.V 
TO THJ~ h:L~TTBl:t OF THJ£ BJDC;,-ET . · 
This one le sson wa s spent on study ing plans for budget s 
to dr.:;termine how much mo ney should. be spent on each i tera . 
The class maQe the f ollowi ng li st of expenses they would 
have for a home . This , at least , was a good star t . 
ren t 
· t axe s 
insurance , on the home 








inc ide f1 t a ls 
doctors ' bi l ls 
c1 e{lt i sts 1 bills 
s t art i ng Vii tl1 bud{:';et plans e ach .rmp il tried to f i t:_:ure 
out what he would s ~; end on each i te~n . The pu.:9ils st_m ed 
t hat tLey had d iscussed budgets with the ir parents as many 
reported wha t was spent i n the i r own homes , or dif~erent 
ones tolG wna t fatner had said could be done on his s~lary • 
• ·oEw h;u.r) lL:; b:couc;h t in papers o.n \Nhich they lw.ci. f' i eure 6. out 
a bud~et wi th the he l p of their parents . 
D:.;Lri nc-; t his le sson the pLlpils just haci tiln.e to list 
their m,fl incii vidual expenses as 2. bas i s for cont i nuing on 
the i r bud~ets at a later lesson . 
As the items on these lists Wbre simi lar , tbe r es t of 
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t h e e r i thmet ic w·ork for the ne x t few weeks vms rkse d. on these 
b·<-ldget items . This {:;ave ·the pupils Op-:) ortuni ty for t hoU{:.;h t-
ful consiQere.tion of i .Gl)ortant ·ou.siness top ics . Some of the 
topics used fo r t He a:r i tLl,letic Horl\: we re tl1e follo'l: int;" : 
l . Li fe I nsur ence 
2 . Taxes ( ~ll typ e s ) 
D . Ca r Insur~nce 
4 . Insurance on P operty 
b . Banking 
These to p ics will be ex~'J la inec:t more i n deta i l in l a t e r 
units of tne wo rK . 
~vhi le tn i s viOI'k vvas going on the pup i ls ·He re makin{.;: a 
collection . of Jate ria l wh i ch t hey fel t ~oulQ be helpful in 
the ilvOI'l\. . As Jn.[in;,r o f tile fa tll e l' s iJre re e-f:;en"us for insurance 
companies many sa.r11:ple s of po lici es iiJer e obtB.i ned . The ma teri -
als fbr which tne pupils had written had. now arr i ved so thet 
tne pupils co o.lo. have acce::;s to it in spc::.re ti·,le . 
\ihen the per i od arrived for this ViOl~k of i nsuring t he 
car s , t11e p up i ls v•Ivr e re ady to make their p l ans as -crLey had 
w<i an 09-'Jortuni GJ to stu.ciy the mc.ter i a ls recei ve cl from th e 
cii:Lfe.r'ent i rw u.rance ooi,lp<;;.n i es to vvi:I ich the letters he. · been 
sent . 11ney a l so .i:1c..d m<::::a e a :c>tucty. of tLe fe. ct :3 abomi c c.r 
ins urance ~i ven in the text bool-;:s av~ilable . It ~as ciecided 
to us e t ·le Laterial c iven on tne followin t pa ce s f or th is 






Protect s the owner a Ga i nst financial ~a s s fo r 
p ersona l injury to other p ersons by his car . 
Usual miniJtlU.m coverage :,;l5000 , Vuhere one person is 
in jured ; ,~ 10, 000 v1here more than one person is 
involved . 
- rotects tne owner a ga i n s t loss on account of 
dama. e~e done by his auto ... nobile to the cor or p ro-
perty of another pe ~ son to the limi t. of the pol i cy. 
Usual o6verage from ~1000 to ~5000 • 
.)rotects tne ovvner a gai r1s t l'o:::;s on acoou:~1 t of da __ -
a ge to i:1i s oar by fi r e , or 6.aro.a ..2e caused by li ,!.)l t-
ning , explosion or self ignit i on on the roati , in 
the garage or pa i nt shop , or on tra i n , ste~mboat , 
or f erry . 
Protects the owner anyv1here a ~:-:ainst loss of t h e 
oa r on any part of its e quipment by theft . 
Protects tne owner a ga i nst loss from damage to h i s 
o~n car resulting from col l i sions . 
Modern-School 1.ri thme t ic, Grade VIII , Ne v--r Ed i tion , Clark -
Ot i s -Hatton -Schorl i ng , World Book Compan-y , New York , 
pp 21 7 - 218 , l9a8 . 
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RATES for CAR INSURANCE l/ 














$.30 per $100. 
$ .25 per $100. 
$ .20 per ;~100. 
THEFT I NSURAI-.J"CE 
$ .45 .per $100. 
$ .30 per $100. 
$ .20 per $100. 
PERSONALLY LIABILITY 









1/ Modern-School Arithmetic, (New Edition), Eighth Gra~e, 
Clark-Otis-Hatton•Schorling, World Book Company, pp 217-218 
1-.J"ew York, Hl38. 
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In .order to plan the insurance on a given car, the pupils 
found they must have some guide as to the class to which their 
. . 
car belonged. In looking over the text book the following 
1/ 
chart - was found whi ch they felt would aid them in deter -
mining the amount of premium they would need to pay. 
Cars listed in the preceeding table valued as follows: 
A. worth $ 600. 
B • . worth $ 775. 
Q. worth $1815 . 
The yearly rates for Automobile Insurance with Baston 2/ 
garaging prior to the issuance of Gas Ration Books are: 
A. Comp-ulsory Insurance $43.00 
B. Property Damage $19.00 
c. Extra Territorial $ 3.00 
D. Guest $ 3.00 
--------------------Modern-School Arithmetic, Op. Cit. 
Liberty Mutual Insurance Company, 175 Berkeley Street, 




Now tn&t the large item of insurance was f i ~~red , it 
wa s necessary to fi gure all t h e other items of expense of 
operatin.g a car . The pupils made the followin g list of 
items to use in the vwrk of findin g these amounts . This 
li s t was ready ror the next lesson . 
l . Li c ense ~p2 . 00 
•) 
c.. . Taxes 
,-, 
.0 . He c istrt:t.tion 
4 . Sticker 
5 . Oil 
6 . Gas 
7 • Grease 
8 . 'I' i res 
9 . Repairs 
10 . Anti - freeze mi xture 
The Excise Tax was easily fouud as sorae one contributed 
the r ate for the state which was ~64 . 66 ~er ~1000 . By f i nd -
ing the rate per ~~100 , the pupils soon had their tax fi gured 
for their i ndivi dual cars using the value of the ca r as 
listed . 
The pupils no~ encountered a difficulty in the deter-
mining the re {:, i stration fee for the make of .car \vhich they 
h ad selected. Here some of ~he boys were able to help t h e 
girls as the boys knew how to f i nd in the chart t he class 
according to the horse power to whi ch the car belonged. Th i s 
chart had been se cured from the Re gistry of Motor Veh i cles 
It \ivas found. that the ma jori t y of t he car s co"J.ld be re gistered 
for t£le sum of ~~;:-; . oo , and a few co uld be re gis tered for $ 4 . 50 . 
The price for the st ickers to show t hat t he car was i n 
good runn i ng condi tion as to li [';h t:s and br akes Has listed at 
~1 . 00 as all cars must be checke d t wice a year . 
'Ihe expense of tires was considered , and as many pupils 
were planni n g on the purchasing of new cars, they decided 
the j would no t need to li s t money fo r tire s t he f irst year, 
&s cars vvould come with new ti res . It was felt by some how -
ever, that a small amo uu t of money should be planned i'o r 
a ccidents to the tires, and i f i t were not u sed fo r t he r e-
pair work it vvould give extra money for t 11e running expen ses 
for the yee,r . 
It was a problem re quiring much thouf:i~1 t when the matte r 
of oil, grease and gas arose . It was de cided to est i ma t e 
t.i:le approximate amount of each that woul d b e ne eded . .....ome 
fi E~ared out t h e app roximate number of quarts of o il for a 
pe r iod of a y ear and the number of t i mes the car mi gh t need 
to be greased . This t hey sa i d vwuld depend a great deal upon 
the number of miles wh ich t he car woul ci be dr i ven . 
Several pupils haci de cided just how far they were to 
l i ve from the station so they could tell t h e nu..:11ber of miles 
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the ca r would be dri ven t o c o ~maute to tne station da i ly . To 
thi s they added ex t ra n iles to t ake care of trips of longer 
d i stances . 'V ith the n-umber of miles the car we.s to be dri ven 
i n a year , they soon f ound the number of gallons of gasoline 
they would need to buy . 
The ant i-free ze was f ound to vary according t o the make 
of the f luid . The amount needed by different types of cars 
varieci al s o as the lar 1~er cars re quire more . The amount wa s 
de cided by what they , the pupils, could tell from t he make o f' 
the f amily car . They checke d l at e r to see t ha t the a~nount 
was correct before the fini sh ing of t he unit . 
As t he car s re re neil'i t h e pup i ls fel t that t hey liiould no t 
need to se t as i de a l a r c;e sum of money for r epairs . It v7a s 
sugi-;e s ted by a f'e -.;v that a small amount of money should be 
planned to mee t an emergency ac cident . 
Many pup ils said t hey would need a cce ssor ies for the ca r 
which th ey had not pa i d fo r in the i n itia l cost , so if t he 
money was not needed for rep a irs t he fir s t year , it would be 
available fo r t he e xtra items . 
U ~r_r, VI I 
l.VIAN ' S EXPENSES NOW SEEi\IED NECESSARY. 
"Now t hat we know what our ca r costs should we see what 
raoney we must spena on t he family erpenses to see if we can 
ha~re t he car? 11 asked one boy . 
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This question led to a d iscuss i on of t h e needs in sup-
porting a fami l y . It was decided to devote the next few les-
s on s to .budgt-tlrig the money to be used for the f'arnily. As 
t he class had fi cured out a food budget for a family t he 
pre c eed in~ year , they asked i f t hey could not use wha t i nfor-
mat ion tney had fauna re garding the a verage amount of money 
per person f or food dur ing a year for the problem now at hand . 
I t ~·ms ciecided to use the material from that other study fo r 
the work on t heir present budge t . They now f ound v1ha t amount 
of money would be needed for their parti cu l a r fmnily u s ing 
the ar~oun t of ~4 . 00 for an adult for a week a s an aver2ge . 
Some said they woul d ne ed to allow a l a r ger amoun t for 
foo d as they would need to entertain their friends . Stil l 
others fo und . they would need to increas e t he ar:1ount as they 
were planninB on living wi th other people and paying board . 
"I f you are to e a t a t ho t e l s , you have to pay a lot uore 
for your food . tt said one pup il whose fa ther is a traveling 
salesman . "I run going to live at a hotel part of t he time , 
so my food bill will be l a r ger t han i f I lived at home . 1' 
By consulting the budget plans wh ich the class had be en 
able to secure , a reasonable aruount of money was listed to 
care for the food item in the vari ous budgets . 
The i tem of clothing was the next thing t o consider. 
The pup i ls e s timated what ne: clothes they thOU{-";ht they would 
need to purchase for t he f amily during the year . 
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11You would wear a coat more than one year, n said ._Tohn, 
"so you would not need to buy a coat the year you were plan-
ning to buy the car. It would be the same f'or many other 
articles of clothing too . By wearing your old coats, you 
would save some money toward the expense of the car . rt 
It surpri~ ed some of' the e;;rou:p to find that they were 
planning to spend too much on clothing , vvhen they che cked 
the amounts -vhich they had p lanned viii th the amounts suggested 
by t he budget scales they were using as guides in obtaining 
the per cent based on a year's salary . 
UlH'f VIII 
LI:JT:r.i I NSLili.clNCl!: Ni1C:i£S S.ARY FOR THE I!IAN. 
At the be ginning of this le sson Bob a sked , "Do we h2ve 
a li fe i nsurance policy? I.~y fe_tLsr ila s hecn t ell:L nt:_: r.J_e 
about the different kinds of insurance whi ch h e s ells . .,.. l_ 
know that many bu s ine ss me n have a life i nsurance to pro te ct 
their f a.mili es . " 
"Do you fee-L that yo u should have life insurance?" asked 
the tea cher . 
'
1Yes , n cBifle t he a nsvJer . 
As no ~ o rk had been done on the subject of life insur-
ance by the class, i t was now nece ssary to put t h e budget 
item aii~ ay until a few days study could be made on the various 
kinds of life insurEillce policies, and why i t is necessar y f or 
i 
a man to cs_rry in s ur ance. 'rhe assi gnment f or the vwrk f or the 
nex t weeK wa s to secure all poss ible materials on li f e insur-
a nc e and be r eady to decide what t yp e would be be st to carry 
b~cause of t he benefits offe r s ~ by t h e one chosen . 
At thispoi_l_l_t it was nec e ssa ry to VJTi te more busine ss 
l etter s to secure information from d i fferent insurance com-
panies . 'rhe c oillpanies contacted by letters were ones sug -
ge s t ed by the class members . The ma t e1"' ials bega n to e rri ve 
p r o:;np tly . 
The lJUp i ls s pent the nex t fe ·~i ari t llmet i c p eriods in 
makin e:; a study or t he mater i al s re ce..i. ve d and rc:l e.cL ine fr om the 
a va ilab le t ext books the fact s a bou t the li f e i n s urance . They 
lear n ed the diff eren t type s of i nsur ance polic i e s and wh a t 
each one had t o of f er t o t h e p u~i c y ho l de r . 
Afte r t he £r oup h a d d i s c us sed t h e fo ur most corr1on type s 
of l i f e insurance , ~ i ~h t he i r r a te s and the benef i ts offe r ed 
to t h e p olicy ho lde r , i t was decided t o us e t he Ord i nar y Life 
Policy f or t ll e -v-vork i .n the ) r·u!J l eEi.S iD th is unit . The r a ·L es 
us e a e r e sho~n i n Ta ble VII I . 
''Now we mus t 1' L 1CL out hoH much li f e i n sura nce a m8.n 
sh o u. l d. c~:trry .n s a i d one of t h e j) LlpiJ. :::-; . rr But how?" 
He r~e goo a. jud. i:Jllent wa s necd.e d. t o ma ke th e correc t de ci-
si a n . 
11I f -~ie knew how mucll money we can sp a re for insurc:,nce 
premiums fr om ou r sal a r y a ft e r t l1e o t her biLLs a re pai d , it 
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~wuld help us to tell ~.:hat premium we Ct':l.l1 m_' :t.'o :cd to p2_y , I 
should think . " was the sugbestion offered by one of the pupils 
who had been taking a great interest in the matter of t h e 
life insurance . 
From that suge e stion as a lead they went to work to de-
termine hoVI much money they could s pend on t.t::_e premiums for 
life insurance pe r y ear . Then by usin~ the rates given in 
TABL:£!.: VIii t he lJremiurn for t he &f;e nearest their a ge as 
adults was used to fi gure out the face of the policy . 
For eXC'_f(lple: If the policy nolde r vv ere forty year s old 
and could sp are $ 200 a year for i nsur ance, it was found t ha t 
a policy Vii th the face value of ;~6000 could be bought . 
Now anoti:1er lar c.~e item of ex~) ense had be en completed 
and added to the problem . 
"If you have life insurance shouldn ' t you insure your 
house'?n was now the ques tion which aros e to puzzle t he group. 
u\ihy cio you neeci to insure tHe home ?" said one . rrw e 
have spent enou{_;h raoney alrea6.y and I am afraid I can not 
buy a c er. 11 
Many good reasons were now contributeci for the i nsuring 
of a house and this d i s cussion .leu to the assi ~Jlment of' the 
ne ~~ t lesson , namely a ULl i t on insuring of the house and other 
property . 
During the next few lessons time was spent on the study 
of property insure:_nce, for this the pupils used t he ma terial 
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TABLE VI I I 
Showing the rates for certa.i n ages on the four most / 















































~ayer ... TJpton Practical Arithmetic, Book Six, p 420, 
American Book Company, Boston, l934• 
Note: It would have been better practice if the class 
had secured insurance rates from an insurance com-
pany, such as, The Joh~ Hancock I nsurance co • . of 
Bos t on, but the text made the work easier and 
there was a drive a t t hi s po int to economi ze on t i1de 
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in their own text book and the printed mate rial s f r om the 
co..:npanie s which the class had contac t ed . · 
UNI'£ IX 
Before the home could be insured it was necessary to 
decide that the home was the property of the man in the 
problem . it the beginning of t he lesson a very interesting 
discussion of whether the home sho u.ld be owned or rented 
too~ place. As me.ny of ·the pupils vi ere li v l 11g in homes ovmed 
by the parents it was the wish of the majority of the group 
that the homes were to be owned. This they felt would help 
them to understand the ho.rne expenses better if t h ey Yio rked 
the problem under these conditions . 
Marie asked if t h ey couldn ' t se cure a picture of the 
house and its price to help th ffin to fi ~ure out the expenses. 
This suge:;estion 11vas approved by the r~:roup &_ncl the assi gnment 
for the next ~e s son was to secure the p icture of the hous e 
and to know tne value of the h ouse , so they wou ld be reedy 
t; o fi t;u.re out the next set of expenses . This c_;_ssipment led 
to tne ques tion of owning the house or the fact that t h ey 
mi gh t be still making pc:_yllien -;:, s on the horne beca1.L:>e of a 
rnort ga (';e to a bank . It wa s decidod that the family sho:..lld 
own t h e house and have lived in it at least five years . This 




11Iviay v.-e h a ve t .i:le house g iven to Lls by our p t-:.rents VJ hen 
\l e were married? n 
"Could someone die and leave us the money to buy the 
't;.';i.,-:.y I h a.ve t h e house wil.l.e o. to me by to.y gr a ndparents 
vll1en they die? 11 
The gro urJ sm1 ·L11u t lf the lwu ::::.e v1ere m . ne e~ the exp ense 
of the pur chas i n g the house was elimina t ed from the bud t et, 
accord ins ly it left ex tra money fo r t h e buy i n g o f a ca r . 
" You can not buy a house c.'..nd a c a r at the same time on 
my s a lary, tt saiCL ·one pupil who wa :s anxious to secure his car. 
UNIT X 
l'·~ow tho.t the pupils haa secureci the picture and. the 
price of the i:wuse they were eao=:r to f i f;ure out t h e e xp e n ses 
of opera ting i t . The :follm:- in&" i t ems of exp ense for opera -
ti on were listed.: 
1 . Heat ing 
2 . Lighting 
£l . Telephone 
4 . ·;'late r 
5. Ins ·u.re:~nce 
6 . Taxes 
7. Hepairs and rm-orovements . 
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By estir11& tL.lg the amount of fuel , either coal or oil 
ne eCieci. fo:c o season for c:~ _ house_,_the size of the one t h ey had 
chosen , the cost of heatine was ready for t h e budGets . 
The lit')l t bi ll proved to be very s imJ,> le , a c• ._, they had 
worke~ ~ imilar prob~ems t h e p receeding year . 
The pupils used the t elephone directory fo1· t!_e r& teu 
~uoted for the type of service they wi shed . An extra amount 
was a..LlmJe u for toll calls v1hi ch ~ni ;~ht be necessary . 
The ~eter rate for t h e Town of Bra intree was quoted by 
one or the membe:cs of t h e class . He said t hat he found out 
as he kne~ that the class would need to kno~ it for the 
prob~em . 
For tlle next lesson t h e matter of i nsuring the h ome and 
contents, and hovi much i nsurance should be carried v;as 
ass i gned . It was found by the re<::Ld ing of the mate rials at 
hand that homes were not insured for t h e full value . Only 
so% of the value was used in our problem . As the class 
members knew t he va:iue of t i: e h ouses, it ·vms a s h1ple mat t er 
to f ind the _prorni uro.s for a y ear on the hoLles . 
The taxes on the h ome were r tOiN to be c omp leted . It was 
necessary to \va i t for more information re gar<iing _t h e t ax r ate 
for Braintree before this work of fi guring the tax on the 
house co u ld be done. 
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UNIT XI 
In ant i c i pation of t~e nat ter of t h e tax on real estate 
a le tter ha~ been ~rit t en to the town clerk to find out how 
the entire va l ue of the property was taxable . 
By using t he tax rate for the town for that year whi ch 
~v a s ,~ D<:i: . OO per .~ 1000 , the pupils soon had ano t her i tern to 
ad~ to the li s t of expenses . 
Some IJUP ils at t h is paint felt t l"la t they sho--.J.l d set 
asi<ie money for repaii's and :i.mproverrrents on t he home v.Jll :i. l e -
others said that the house would not need repairs if t h ey 
were b uy i ng, a car . Hov.; ever rna_ny p upils di6. list a sum of 
mo11ey i'o r the ;<_;eneral upkeep of the house . -
There were other items of expense f ound nece :.osary o. s it 
~as suggeste6. tha t many familie s had dogs as p et s . Now here 
was another tax fo r t h e do g lovers t o fin~ . By means of t h e 
town r eport the r at e s for d i fferent do gs was found , and an -
other item was add ed to t h e list . The poll tax for the me n 
w&s novv ne edeci , and t he sum of ~~2 . 00 VJas added to t he res t 
of the taxes ln the budGet . 
As it v.as now Mar ch the ptlpils l1aci been hearine.; t11eir 
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parents di scuss the inc ome tax . TheY saw tha t t hey , as 
adult s , ~ould neeu to file an income tax . Fr om the pepers 
much helpfu~ Qaterial was obt~ined to s e r ve as a eui de i n 
ma.i(i.!.1t:; out t h e tax . Blank forms V>Je re brouch t in to be p lac ed 
on t.i:1e bull e tin bo&r ci s o t hat all mi t~llt beco.ue f auilie.r Vl i th 
t h em, e.nd k.aow v;hat must be consid.ered in the maklng out of 
the tax re t u.rn . 
iJy s tuaying the ma ter:Lals the pup ils were ready to make 
out their own tax , with little help, fo r the Federal Tax 
return. Of course the i dea o f exemp tion s app ealed to them , 
a nd many interesting q_uestions were asked showing that the 
pupils were thinl;::ing in t ei.li ben tly on tr.e s ub j ec t . J\.lany 
found tha t they would not need to pay a t ax as they had so 
many exemp tions . One gi r l t hought it was a go od i dea to 
have a 'lare;e f ami ly of children so you 'iJOuld be exemp t f rom 
paying a t ax . To t h i s was added aaother tax after one boy 
askeu , "8hall ~ e te.ke i n to considera tion the Defense Tax?" 
This Vias 4_u i ck l y answer ed by a boy v1ho s aid he hud heard 
how mu ch it w&s over the r&dio and ~hat eve r yo ne h&d t o pay 
it . Thi s de:i.e .t'l:.se tax troulJ led t Le ~~irls as it seemed t o them 
just one more thing f or t h em to f i gure and pay. 
iJlJIT XIII 
At this point the pupils sm·. the need of having some 
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ready money to meet a part of their expenses. A Savings Bank 
Account would enable them to have money from which they could 
draw extra funds when. it was necessary. As banking had been 
studied in the earlier part of the year, as a separate unit, 
it was unnecessary to spend time on this phase of the work 
beyond a review of how money gives you interest and how much. 
The matter of promissory notes eame up as it was suggested 
that people did borrow money from banks if they needed some 
extra at a time. Time was spent now on the work of promissory 
notes, studying the forms, and how the interest called bank 
discount is paid to the bank in advance. 
UNIT XIV 
INSTALLMENT BUYING. 
This was a unit suggested by one of the group. The 
pupil's father sells cars so she had talked with him and he 
had answered her questions. The girl now asked the group 
this question, "Can we buy our car on the installment ple.n? 
A lot of people do when they do not have enough money to pay 
the price the dealer is asking for a car.n 
Here was the time to look into the matter of installment 
plans for buying a oar. From the materials collected the 
pupils found that many companies do have plans tor installment 
payments, but the rate of interest must be paid and it is a 
high rate. Because the interest is always collected on the 
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price of the car, it is an expensive way to do business. 
UNIT XV 
BUYING THE CAR AT LAST. 
The last thing to plan .was how the oar was to be pur-
chased. This could not be done until all the other expenses 
had been planned and the total amount t aken from the salary 
received. The following ways to pay for a oar were suggested 
by the boys and girls: 
1. Pay cash for the oa:r if' you can 
2. Turn in old oar. Here some pupils said they 
would have an old oar to turn in toward a new 
one. This made it necessary to know the value 
of the old car. 
o. Use installment plan. 
4. Money could be borrowed from the bank or from 
a friend; and be paid back later with interest. 
5. Legacy money might be left to them by a rich 
relative who dies unexpectedly. 
6. The company for which the man worked might 
supply the car, and then that person would need 
to fi gure just on the running expenses. 
7. Money might be obtained from the income or 
stocks and bonds, and from bank interest~ 
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After the pupils had figured out t heir expenses many 
found they had no money left to pay for the car, or else they 
would not have enough money to run it if they could buy a car. 
It was felt by these pupils tht[l.t they had failed in arithmetic 
problem work for the year, as they had found on their salary 
they could not buy a oar. They were assured that th'ey would 
not t'ail as their work was accurate using the salary they 
were to earn. Many had by thei r wor k proved that it would be 
unwise to buy a car. 
CONCLUSION, 
The work on this pro.blem of buying a car has included 
many of the required units in "The course of Study for the 
Town of Braintree." l/ The units incl uded in this problem 
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4. INSTALLMENT BUYING 
5. USE OF PERCENTAGE•--TYPE l PROBLEM. 
i 
In thi~ , work were considered the objectives for problem 
work for Grade VIII from, "The Course ot Study.~ l/ The 
obJectives are as follows: 
1. To train the pupils to know and understand 
the applications of arithmetic to business, 
through functional problem units. 
2. To train the pupils to think through func-
tional problem units and solve them correctly:, 
using good Judgment. 
3. To train the pupils to read and interpret 
graphs and charts intelligently. 
COHRELATION WITH ENGLISH. 
The problem ot the buying of a car gave many interest-
ing topics for the o'ral English, as the pupils had a purpose 
I 
in planning the topics. The business letters had to be care-
fully planned and written if the information desired was to 
be obtained. A f riendly letter was written to the mothers 
during the experiment telling what type of problem work the 
~~------------------1/ The Oours.e of Study, Op. Cit. 
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pupils liked. Some of these letters are shown in -~pendix A. 
Copies of some other letters written by the pupils are shown 
in Appendix B. 
A number of the Oral English periods were devoted to the 
discus s ion of certain phases ,of the unit. The pupils learned 
that it was very necessary to read understandingly the avail-
able materials if they were to be able to discuss intelli-
gently as adults the different types of business connected 
with the work of the unit~ 
The pupils read from the materials collected the facts 
necessary to help them to plan the work in the problem. As 
some pupils had to present the facts to the group to use, 
they had to carefully organize the information before it 
could be pre~ented. 
The wo.rk of the unit was followed with a testing program 
whi Qh will be explained in detail in Chapter IV. 
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CHAPTER IV 
THE TESTING PROGRAM 
The testing program carried on in connection with the 
experiment of using a functional problem ~it to teach arith-
metic problems to an eighth grade made use of the scores on 
the tests given to the pupils in 1940 while they were in 
grade seven, and of _the scores on the tests given to these 
same pupils in 1941, when they were i n grade eight, after the 
experimental group had completed its work for the year, 
The Tables :q::. to ll-"VIII show the following da,ta, the 
chronological ages for the pupils; and average I. Q.; and the 
test scores for each of the five tests given. In these tables 
the pupils are arranged on the basis of the Intelligence Quo-
tients of the pupils, the highest being placed first and so on · 
down to the lowest. 
The boys and girls are shown in separate tables so that 
a study might be made to determine if one sex benefited . more 
than the other by the use of functional prQblem units. 
There are eighteen groups of pupils involved in this 
study as follows: 
EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS. There were two groups, the 
boys of the eight grade in the author's room, and the girls 
of the eighth grade in the author's room. 
--
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GROUPS I TO VIII. These groups were the boys and 
girls in the eighth grade classes in the same town. They 
were distributed in seven other buildings. These groups are 
shown on Tables XI thru XXVI, the boys and girls alternately. 
The boys shown on the charts of the odd numbers, XI, .XIII, 
XV, XVII, XIX, XXI, XXIII, and XXV. 
The girls are shown on the charts of the even numbers as, 
XII, XIV, XVI, XVIII, XX, XXII, XXIV, and XXVI. 
The ages on these tables were the ages for the pupils in 
the Spring of their eighth grade year. 
The Intelligence ~uotients used on all these tables were 
averages of two Intelligence Tests given to the pupils before 
J 
they had reached the Eighth G~ade• The tests from which the 
averages were found were the Pintner-General Ability Test, 
Form A, and the Henmon-Nelson Intelligence Test. It was felt 
that the average of the two tests would give the reader a 
better understanding of the abilities of the pupils as the 
scores on the two tests differed a great deal. 
From the tables it will be. seen that two Clapp-.Young 
Arithmetic Tests were given. Form A was given during the 
·Fall of the year, while the pupils were in Grade Seven, and 
Form B, was given in the Spring of the year, when the pupils 
were in Grade Eight. The tests are similar, consisting of 
twenty-five normal type problems in Arithmetic to be solved. 
A sample of each of the forms of this test will be found in 
Appendix C• It will be noted that the scores on Form B are 
- , 
?0 
higher than the scores shown for Form A, which indicated 
again or at least no loss in the reasoning ability of the 
pu~ils during a year and a half's time. 
From the Stanford Achievement Test Form B, t he scores on 
the section onArithmetic Reasoning Test were used. The same 
torm qf the test was given both years. In 1~40 the Experi-
mental E~ition of the test was used. while in 1941 the Re-
vised Edition was given • . These tests were given both years 
by the School Department as a part of the regular testing 
program. 
The Personally Constructed Problem Test was based on the 
material involved .in the problem unit, which was done by the 
Experimental Group to cover the required work for Grade Eight 
in problems. Consideration should be given to the fact that 
only one group, namely the Experimental Group, had learned 
certain facts needed for conducting business in the outside 
world. The tables show that the Experimental Group have the 
highest scores on the Per.sonally Constructed Problem Test. A 
sample of this test will be found in Appendix c. 
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Table IX shows the data for the boys of the Experimental 
Group (see page 69). The ages ranged from 12 years, 2 months 
to 15 years, 0 months, with the mean age of 13 years, 5 months 
a median age of 13 years, 8 months, and a S~andard Deviation 
of .67. 
The I. ~.'s ranged from g5 to 141.5, with a mean I. Q. 
of 117.38, a median I. ~. of 115, and a standard Deviation of 
12.55. 
On the Clapp-Yaung Arithmetic Test, Form A, given while 
the pupils were in Grade Seven, the scores ranged from 32 to 
92, with a mean score of 68.57, a median score of 70, and a 
Standard Deviation of 21.73. On this test Form: B, given while 
the pupils were in Grade Eight, the scores ranged from 64 to 
96, with a mean score of 80.72, a median score of' 82, and e. 
Standard Deviation of 10.02. Two pupils of this group scored 
96 on Form B. 
On the Arithmetic Reasoning Test of the stanford Achieve-
ment given in 1940; the scores ranged from 54 to 82, with a 
mean score of 66.13, a median score of 66, and a standard 
Deviation of 8.16. 
On t his test, given in 1~41, the scores ranged from 61 to 
93, with a mean score of 74.27, a median score of 74, and a 
Standard Deviation of 9.53. 
On the Personally Constructed Problem Test the scores 
ranged from 55 to 89 with a mean score of 70.95, a median 
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score of 69, and a Standard Deviation of 10.65. 
For a comparison of this group and the other groups see 
Tables XXVII thru XXXVI, showing correlations of ages to 
scores, correlation of I. Q.'s to scores means, medians, and 
Standard Deviations. 
TABLE IX is read as follows: W. R. age 13 years, 10 
months with I. ~. of 141.5 (as an average of Pintner-General 
Intelligence Test, and the Henman Nelson Achievement Test) 
made a score of 80 on the Clapp-Yaung Arithmetic Test, Form A, 
marked A. at the top of the column, and a score of 92 on the 
Clapp-Yaung Arithmetic Test, Form B, marked B. at the top of 
the column. He made a score of 71, for the Arithmetic Reason-
ing Test of the Stanford Achievement given. in 1940, marked 40 
in heading of the column, and he made a score of 92 on the 
same test given in 1941, marked 41 in heading of the column. 
He made a score of 81 on the Personally Constructed Problem 
Test marked Personal at the top of column. 
Th.e Tables X to XXVI, showing the data for the boys and 
girls in the other eight groups (see page 69) are read in the 
same :maner. 
At the end of each table are shown the medians, means, 
and standard deviations for each column. 
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TABLE IX 
Showing for the Boys (see page 69) of the Experimental Group 
(the initials for the narn.e.s) the Chronological Ages; the I. Q,. •s 
{average for t wo tests); the scores on the Olapp-Young Arithmeti 
Reasoni ng Test, the Stanford Achievement Arithmetic Problem Test, 
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(continued next page) 
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TABLE IX (concluded) 
Ohron. I. Q,.'s Clapp-Young Stanford Personal 
Ages Average Gr. 7 Gr. 8 ' 40 '41 Problem 
A. B. 
c. P. 12-2 109 64 72 62 67 78 
D. R. 13-8 108.5 36 84 59 67 60 
R. R. 14-11 106 64 72 66 6f) 76 
M. R. 1 3 -0 102.5 32 68 54 64 72 . 
P . R. 15-0 101 72 76 57 66 59 
B. w. 14 ... 2 lOO.p 36 64 55 64 GO 
T. F. 14-0 95 60 64 54 63 64 
Median 13-8 115 70 82 66 74 69 
Mean 1 3 -5 117.38 68. 5 7 80.72 66.13 74.27 70.95 
S. D. .67 12.55 21.73 10.02 8.16 9.53 10.65 
TABLE X shows the data for the girls in the Experimental 
Group {see page 69). The ages of these pupils ranged from 
13 years, 3 months, to 15 years, 9 months with a mean age of 
13 years, 9 months, a median age of 13 years, 7 months, and a 
standard Deviati on o:r 72. 
The I. Q. ranged from 84 to 134 .5 with a mean I. Q.. of 
113, a median I. Q. of 117, and a Standard Deviation of 13.31. 
On the Clapp-Young Arithmetic Test, Form A. 1 given to the 
pupils while they were in Grade Seven, the scores ranged trom 
28 to 88 with a mean score of 61.84, a median score of 64, and 
a standard Drviation of ~6.31. On this test Form B, the score~ 
ranged from 48 to 88 with a mean score of 74.15, a median 
score of 80, and a standard Deviation of 11.85. 
On the Aritruuetic Reasoning, Test of the Stanford Achieve-
ment Test given in 1940 the scores ranged from 55 to 70, with 
a mean score of 62, a median score of 62, and a standard De-
viation of 3.79. On this test given in 1941 the soores 
ranged from 58 to 92 with a mean score of 72.53, a median 
score of 69, and a Standard Deviat·ion of 9.07. 
On the Personally Constructed Problem Test, the scores 
ranged from 37 to 83 with a mean score of 66.46, a median 
score of 68, and a Standard Deviation of 15.28. 
For a comparison of this group to the other groups, see . I 
Tables XXVII thre XXXVI, showing correlations of ages to sooref 




Showing for the Girls (see page 69) in the Experimental Group 
(the initials for the names) the Chronological Ages; the I. O. 's 
{average of two tests) the scores on the Olapp-Young Arithmetic 
Reasoning Teat; the Stanford Achievement Arithmetic Problem · 
Test; and the Personally Constructed Problem Test, as indicated 
by the column headings. 
H. K. 

















Chron. I. ~.'s Olapp-Young Stanford 





































































































61.84 74.15 62. 00 72.5~ 66~46 
16.31 11.85 3.79 9.07 15.,28 
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TABLE XI shows the data for the boys of Group I (see page 
69). The ages for these pupils ranged from 13 years, 3 months 
to 16 year~, 7 months witn a mean age of 13 years, 6 months, 
a median age of 14 years, 1 month, and' a Standard Deviation 
of .92. 
The I. ~.'s ranged from 84 to 13~, with a mean I. Q. of 
108.5, a median I. Q.. of 107, and a Standard Deviation of 14 .25. 
On the Olapp-Young Arithmetic Test, Form A, given while 
... 
the pupils were in Grade Seven, the scores ranged from 28 to 
84 with a mean score of 62.13, a median score of 60, and a 
standard Deviation of 15.37. On this ! test Form B, given while 
the pupils were in Grade Eight, the scores ranged from 48 to 
96, with a mean score of 75.46, a median score of 82, and a 
Standard Deviation of 12.52. 
On the Arithmetic R~asoning Test of the Standard Achieve-
ment Test given in 1940, the scores ranged from 59 to 73, with 
a mean score of 50~?3, a median score of 63, and a Standard 
Deviation of 4.85. On this test given in 1941; the scores 
ranged from 57 to 85, with a mean score of 73.73, a median 
score of 75, and a Standard Deviation of 8.24. 
On the Personally Constructed Problem Test, the scores 
ranged from 20 to 75 with a mean score of 41.33, a median 
score of 46, and a Standard Deviation of 13.~3. 
For a comparison of this group to the other groups see 
Tables XXVII thru XXVI, showing correlation of ages to scores, 
correlation of ages to scores, correlation of I • . ~ . to scores, 
and Standard Deviations. 
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TABLE XI 
Showing for the Boys {see page 69) in Group I (initials for 
names) the Chronological Ages; the I. ~.'s (average of two test 
the scores on the Clapp-Yaung Arithmetic Reasoning Test; the 
stanford Achievement Arithmetic Problem Test; and the Person·-
ally ·constructed Problem Test, as indicated by the colu..rnn head-
ings. 
s. w. 

















Chron. I. ~ .'s Clapp-Yaung stanford Personal 
Problem · Ages Average Gr. ? Gr. 8 '40 ~41 
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62.13 75.46 50.73 73.73 41.33 
15.37 12.52 4.85 8.24 13.93 
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TABLE XII shows the data for the girls of Group I (see 
page 69). The ages of these pupils ranged from 13 years, 
3 month, to 14 years, 3 months with a mean age of 13 years, 
5 months, a median age of 13 years, 3 months, and a standard 
Deviation of .36. 
The I. Q,.'s ranged from 97 to 129.5 with a mean I. Q.. of 
114.81, a median I. Q. of 111.5, and a stand Deviation of 
12.18. 
On the Clapp-Young Arithmetic Test, Form A, given to the 
pupils while they were in Grade Seven, the scores ranged from 
40 to 76, with a mean score of 56.4, a med.ian score of 56, and 
a Standard Deviation of 12.08. On this test Form B, given to 
the pupils while they were in Grade Eight, the scores ranged 
from 64 to 88, with a mean score of 81, a median score of 84, 
and a standard Deviation of 7.68. 
On the Arithmetic Reasoning Test, of the standard Achieve-
ment Test, given in 1940 the scores ranged from 62 to 68, with 
a mean score of 64~5, a median s core of 64, and a standard 
Deviation of 1.93. On this test given in 1941 the scores 
ranged from 58 to 81, with a mean score of 72.75t a median 
score of 75.5, and a Standard Deviation of 7.63. 
On the Personally Constructed Problem Test the scores 
ranged from 32 to 65, with a mean score of 42.71, a median 
score of 42, and a Standard Deviation of 2.04. 
For comparison of this group to the other groups see 
Tables XXVII thru XXXVI, showing correlation of ages to score~ 




Showing for the Girls (see page 69) in Group I (init~als for 
the names) the Chronological Ages; the I. Q.'s {average for 
two tests) ' the scores on the Clapp-Yeung Ar::l.thm~tic Reasoning 
Test; the Stanford Achievement Ari thme.tic Problem Test; and 
the Personally Oo~structed Problem Test, as indicated by the 
column headings. 
s. E. 

















































































56.40 81.0 64.50 72.75 42.71 
12.08 7.68 1.93 7.63 
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TABLE XIII shows the data for the boys of Group I I (see 
page 69). The ages of these pupils ranged from 13 years, 
2 months, to 17 years, l month, with a mean age of 13 years, 
6 months, a median age of 14 years, 0 months, and a standard 
Deviation of 1.04. 
The I. Q.'s ranged from 76 to 139.5, with a mean I. ~ . 
of 101.79, a median I. Q. of 98, and a Standard Deviation 
of 17.48. 
On the Clapp-Yaung Arithmetic Test, Form A r giv.en ·to th 
pupils while they were in Grade Seven, the scores ranged fro l 
20 to 76, with a mean score of 4 8 .17 , a median score of 48, 
and a Standard Deviation of 23.21. On t h is test Form B, the 
scores ranged trom 40 to 92, with a mean score of 68, a 
median score of 72, and a standard Deviation of 15.40. 
On the Arithmetic Reasoning Test of the Stanford Achiev . -
ment Test, given in 1940, the scores ranged from 54 to 75, 
with a mean score of 63.41, a median score of 64, and a 
Standard Deviation of 7.23. On this test given in 1941, the 
scores ranged from 55 to 91, with a mean score of 67.53, a 
median score of 67, and a Standard Deviation of 8.87. 
On the Personally Constructed Problem Test, the scores 
ranged from 18 to 57, with a mean score of 38.23, a median 
score of 42, and a Standard Deviation of 11.29. 
For a comparison of this group to the other group s see 
Tables XXVII thru XXXVI, showing correlation of ages to 




Showing for the Boys(see page 69) in Group II (initials for 
the names) the Chronological Ages; the I. Q.'s (average for .tw 
tests) the scores on the Clapp-Young Arithmetic Reasoning Test; 
the Stanford Achievement Arithmetic Problem Test; and the Per-
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48.17 68•00 63.41 67.53 38.23 
23.21 15.40 7.23 8.87 11.29 
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TABLE XIV shows the data for the girls of Group II (see 
page 6~). The ages ranged from 13 years, 0 months, to 17 years 
0 months, with a mean age of 13 years, 5 months, a median age 
of 13 years, 7 months, and a Standard Deviation of 1.09. 
The I. Q.. 's ranged from 62 to 139 ,. with a mean I. Q.. of 
108.6, a median I. Q. of 109, and a Standard Deviation of 
20 .39 . 
On the Clapp-Yaung Arithmetic Test, Form A, given to the 
pupils while they were in Grade Seven, the scores ranged from 
24 to 88, with a mean score or 56.57, a median score of 60, 
and a Standard Deviation of 19.67. On this test Form B, given 
to the pupils while they were in Grade Eight, the scores 
ranged from 44 to 88, with a mean score of 66.67, a median 
score of 76, and a Standard Deviation_ of 17.80. 
On the Arithmetic Reasoning Test of the Stanford Achieve-
ment Test, given in 1940, the scores ranged from 52 to 73, 
with a me~n score of 62.92, a median score of 62, and a stand-
ard Deviation of 6.49. On this test given in 1941 the scores 
ranged from 54 to 80, with a mean score of 69.14, a median 
score of 68.5, and a Standard Devia tion of 8.19~ 
On the Personally Constructed Problem Test, the scores 
ranged from 7 to 59, wi th a mean score of 37.5, a median 
score of 41, and a Standard Deviation of 13.22. 
For a comparison of this group to the other groups see 
Tables XX.7II thru X:XXvl, showing correlatton of ages to scores, 




) Showtng ·to!" the Girls (see page 69) in G:roup I I { ini t .ia.l's for 
1 the names) the Chronological Ages; the r. Q.'s (average of t wo 
; tests), the scores on the Clapp-Young Arithmetic Reasoning Test; 
I
I the stanford Achievement Arithmetic Problem Test; and the Per-
sonally Constructed Problem Test, as i ndicated by the column 
I heading . 
i ' 
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56.57 66.57 62.92 69.14 37.5 
19.67 17.80 6.49 8.19 13.22 
. ·· ·~.---·--·--·----·-
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TJillLE XV shows the data for the boys of Group III {see 
page 69). The ages ranged from 13 years, 5 months, to 15 
years 2 months, with a mean age of 14 years, 3 months, a 
median age of 14 years, 3 months, and a .Standard Deviation of 
.42. 
The I. Q.'s ranged from 76 to 117.5, with a mean I. Q. of 
101.86, a median I. Q. of 99.5, and a Standard Deviation of 
9.13. 
On the Clapp-Yaung Arithmetic Test Form A, given while 
the pupils were in Grade Seven, the scores ranged from 20 to 
80, with a mean score of 63.6, a median score of 64, and a 
Standard Deviation of 17.98. On this test Form B, given while 
the pupils were in Grade Eight, the scores ranged from 36 to 
96, with a mean score of 69.26,· a median score of .68, and a 
Standard Deviation of 17.27. 
On the Arithmetic Reasoning Test of the Stanford Achieve-
ment Test, given in 1940, the scores ranged from 54 to 75, 
with a mean score of 61.86, a median score of 60, and a stand-
ard Deviation of 5.72. On this test given in 1941 the scores 
ranged from 59 to 86, with a mean score of 70.8, a median 
score of 70, and a Standard Deviation of 7.59. 
On the Personally Constructed Problem Test, the scores 
ranged from 13 to 46, with a mean score of 37.06, a median 
score of 39, and a Standard Deviation of 10.01. 
For a comparison of this group to the other groups, see 
Tables XXVI I thru XXXVI, showing correlation of ages to .scores 




Showing for the Boys (see page 69) in Group III (initials for 
the names) t he Chronological Ages; the I. Q.'s (average of two 
tests), the scores on the Clapp-Yeung Arithmetic Rea$oning Test; 
the Stanford Achievement Arithmetic Problem Test; and the Person ~ 
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64 68 60 70 39 
'· 63.60 69.26 61.86 70.80 37.06 
17.98 17.27 5.72 7.59 10.01 
. -
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TABLE XVI shows the data for the girls of Group III (see 
page 69) • The ages of these pupils ranged from 12 years, . ~ 
months, to 15 years, 4 months, with a mean age of 13 years, 
5 months, a median age of 13 years, 6 months, and a Standard 
Deviation of .78. 
The I. Q.'s ranged from 82.5 to 125.5, with a mean I. Q. 
of 103.19, a median I . Q. of 103.5, and a Standard Deviation 
of 11.14. 
On the Clapp-Young Arithmetic Test Form A1 given while 
t he pupils were in Grade Seven, the scores ranged ~rom 24 to 
72, with a mean score of 45.2, a median score of 44, and a 
StandarQ Deviation of 12. 31. On this test Form B, given while 
the pupils were in Grade Eight, the scores ranged from 32 to 
96, with a mean score of 54.56, a median score of 52, and a 
Standard Deviation of 17.25. 
On the Arithmetic Reasoning Test of the Stanford Achieve-
ment Test, given in 1940, the scores ranged from 52 to 66, 
with a mean score of 58.3, a median score of 58, and a Stand-
ard Deviation of 4.63. On this test given in 1 941, the scores 
ranged from 55 to 84, with a mean score of 63.38, a median 
score of 62, and a Standard Deviation of 5.52. 
On the Personally Constructed Problem Test, the scores 
ranged from 12 to 52, with a mean score of 34.61, a median 
score of 34.61, and a Standard Deviation of 11.9~. 
For a compari son o1' this group to the other groups see 
Tables XXVII thru XXXVI , showing correlation of ages to scores 




Showing for the Girls (see page 69) in Group III (initials for 
the names) the Chronological Ages; the I. Q..'s (average of two 
tests); the scores qn: the Clapp-Yaung Arithmetic ' Reasonihg Test; 
the Stanford Achievement Arithmetic Problem Test; and the Per-
sonally Constructed Problem Test, as i ndicated by the column 
headings. 



























































































































45.2 54.56 58.30 63.38 34.61 
12. 31 17.2v 4.63 5.52 11.99 
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TABLE XVII shows the data for the boys of Group IV (see 
page 69). The ages of these pupils ranged from 12 years, 9 
months, to 16 years, 10 months, with a mean age of 13 years, 
9 months, a median age of 13 years, 10 months, and a standard 
Deviation of .88. 
The I. Q. .'s ranged from 70.5 to 126~5 with a mean I. Q. . of 
101.63, a median I. Q.. of 101.5, and a Standard Deviation of 
1.28. 
For the Clapp-Yaung Arithmetic Test ]'orm A, given while 
the pupils were in Grade Seven,. t he scores ranged from 28 to 
84, with a mean score of 54.13, a median score of 56, and a 
Standard Deviation of 17.29. On this test Form B, given to the 
pupils when they were in Grade Eight, the scores ranged from 
40 to 92, with a mean score of 74.93, a median score of eo, and 
a Standard Deviation of 17.29. 
On the Arithmetic Reasoning Test of the Ste.n~o:rd Achieve-
ment Test,_ given in 1940, the scores. ranged !'rom 54 to 75, 
with a mean score of' 61.92, a median score of 63, and. a stand-
ard Deviation of 5.68~ On this test given in . l941~ the scores 
ranged from 62 to 82, with a mean score of 'to. 46, a median 
score of 67, and a Standard Deviation of 7.04. 
On the Personally Constructed Problem Test, the scores 
I 
ranged from 22 to 48, with a mean score of 34.23, a median 
score of 34, and a Standard Deviation of 7.50. 
For a comparison of this group to the other groups see 
Tables XXVII thru XXXVI, ~go~ing correlation of ages to scores, 




Showing f'or tlle Boys (see page 69) in Group IV (initials for the 
names) the Chronological Ages;. the I. Q.. 's (average or two test~ 
the scores on the C1app~Young Arithmetic Reasoning Test, the 
stanford Achievement Arithmetic Problem Test, and the Personally 
Constructed Problem Test, as indicated by the column headings. 
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54.13 74.93 61.92 70.46 34.23 
17.29 13.44 5.68 '7.04 7.50 
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TABLE XVIII shows the data for the girls of Group IY (see 
page 69). The ages of these pupils ranged from 13 years, . 
. o months, to 14 years, 2months, with a mean age of 13 years, 
5 months , a median age of 1~ years, 9 months, and a Standard 
Deviation of 4.19 . 
Tlae I. Q. 's ranged from .91 to 141.5 with a mean I. Q. of 
105.29, a median I. ~. of 102, and a standard Deviation of 
12.41. 
On the Clapp-Young Arithmetic Test Form A, given to the 
pupils while they were in Grade Seven, the scores ranged from 
28 to 86, with a mean score of 53.16, a ·median score of 56, 
and a Standard Deviation of 16.09. On this. test Form B, given 
while the pupils were in Grade Eight, the scores ranged from 
32 to 92, with a mean score of 66.3, a median score of 68, and 
a Standard Deviation ot 15.82. 
On the Arithmetic Reasoning Test of the Stanford Achieve-
ment Test given in 1940, the scores ranged from 55 to 76, with 
a mean score of 61.31, a median score of 62.5, and a Standard . 
Deviation of 6.02. When this test was given in 1941, the scores 
ranged from 57 to 81, with a mean score of 69.Q2, a median 
' 
score of . 70, and a standard Deviation of 6.,81. 
On the Personally Constructed Problem Test, the scores 
ranged from 21 to 60, with a mean score of 40.21, a median 
score of 40, and a Standard Deviation of 11.47. 
For a comparison o:(:' this group to the other groups see 
Tables XXVII thru XXXVI, showing correlation of ages to scores, 






Showing for t he Girls (see page 69) in Group rl ( ini t ials for the 
names) the Chr onological Ages ; the I . Q, . ' s (average of two tests 
the s cores on t he Clapp -Young Arithmetic Rea soning Test ; the 
Stanford Achievement Arithmetic Problem Test; and the Personally 
Constructed Problem Test, as indicated by the column headings . 
Chron . I . Q, . 's Clapp-Young St anford Personal 
Ages Average Gr . 7 Gr. 8 ' 40 ' 41 Problem 
A. B. 
K. c. 13 - 9 141 . 5 68 88 66 75 40 
H. P . 13 ... 0 1.26 . 6 68 84 75 76 57 
R . J . 14-1 123.5 86 84 68 76 39 
M. c. 13 - 5 110 . 5 56 64 60 71 63 
B. N. 13 - 10 110 68 92 62 71 23 
H. M. 14-1 110 72 80 70 75 50 
c. D. 13-6 104 . 5 56 72 71 68 47 
J . B. 1 3 -0 104 . 5 52 60 60 70 21 
H. J . 1 3 -6 1 02. 5 24 44 59 66 33 
H. M. 14 - 0 102 68 72 71 81 36 
M. c. 14 - 0 100 60 56 5 7 62 47 
H. J . 13-5 99 48 84 55 73 26 
o. L. 14-2 98~5 40 76 58 64 33 
c. A. 14-2 97 . 5 56 68 60 70 33 
H. E. 1 3 - 8 9 7. 5 48 56 63 70 60 
{cont inued next page ) 
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TABLE XVIII (concl uded) 
Ohron. I. Q. •• s 01app-Young Stanford Personal · 
Ages Average Gr. 7 Gr. 8 '40 '41 Problem 
A. B. 
B. A. 13 ... 9 95 28 60 58 62 57 
B. E. 14-1 95 32 32 57 41 
N. B. 13-7 91.5 44 40 76 60 40 
M. H. 1 3 -10 91 36 46 76 67 28 
Median 13-9 102 56 68 62.5 70 40 
Mean 13-5 105.29 53 .16 66. 31 61.31 69.52 40.21 
S. D. 4.19 12.41 16.09 15.62 6.02 6e8l 11.47 
TA~LE XIX shows the data for the boys of Group V (see 
page 69}. The ages of these pupils ranged from 13 years, 
2 months, to 15 years, 10 months, wi th a mean age of 14 years, 
1 month, a median age of 14 years, 8 months, and a Standard 
Deviation of 1.41. 
The I. ~.'s ranged from 86 to 136.5 with a mean I. Q. of 
, , 10_9 .• 04, a median I . Q, . of' 98, and a standard Deviation of 
13.78. 
On the Clapp-Yaung Arithmetic Test Form A,. given to the 
pupils while they were in Grade Seven, the scores ranged from 
28 to 72, with a mean score q.f 53.3, a median score of 68, and 
a standard Deviation of 14.36. On this test Form B, giv~n to 
the pupils when they were in Grade Eight, the scores ranged 
from 56 to 92, with a mean score of 76.36, a median score of 
I 
76, and a Standard Deviation of 9.55. 
On the Arithmetic Reasoning Test of the Stanford Achieve-
ment Test given in 194,0, the scores ranged from 55 to 70, with 
a mean score of 62.75, a median score of 60, and a standard 
Deviation of 4.22. When this test was given in 1941, the scores 
ranged from 57 to 82, with a mean score of 71.16, a median 
score of' 78, and a Standard Deviation of 8.40. 
On the Personally Constructed Problem Test, the scores 
ranged from 23 to 60, with a mean score of 45.16, a median 
score of 38, and a standard Deviation of 6.81. 
For a comparison of thiis group to the other groups, see 
Tables XXVII thru XXXVI, showing correlation of ages to scores, 





Showing for the Boys (see page 69) in Group V (initials for the 
names) the Chronological Ages; the I. Q,.'s (average of two tests 
the scores on the Clapp•Young Arithmetic Reasoning Test; the 
Stanford Achievement Arithmetic Problem Test; and the Personally 
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53.3 76.36 62.75 71.16 45.16 
1.41 8.40 6.81 
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TABLE XX shows the de ta for the girls of Group V .. ( se"" 
pa8.e 69). The ages of these pupils ranged from 12 years, 
5 months, to 16 years, 1 month, with a mean age of 13 years, 
7 months, a median age of 13. yea·rs, 10 months, and a Standard 
Deviation of .42• 
The I. Q.'s ranged from 71 to 126,5, with a mean I. Q. of 
107.37, a median I. ~. of 111, and a standard Deviation of 
13.48. 
On the Clapp-Young Arithmetic Test Form A, given to the 
pupils while they were in Grade Seven, the scores ranged from 
12 to 92, with a mean score of 53.33, ~ ~edian score of' 68, 
and a Standard Deviation of 9.10. On this test Form B, given 
to the pupils while they were in Grade Eight, the scores 
ranged from 32 to 88, with a mean score of 72, a median score 
of 84, and a Standard Deviation of 13.87. 
On the Arithmetic Reasoning Test of' the Stanford Achieve-
ment Test given in 1940, the scores ranged from 58 to 78, 
with a mean score of 63.58, a median score of 78; and a stand 
and Deviation of 5.89. When this test was given in 1941, the 
score.s ranged from 55 to 82, with a mean score of 70.91, a 
median score of 63.5, and a Standard Deviation of 6.51. 
On the Personally Constructed Problem Test, the scores 
ranged from 16 to 59, with a mean score of 56.62, a median 
score of 46, and a Standard Deviation of 13.12. 
For a compar:i,son of this group to the othert groups see 
Tables XXVII thru X::O..'YI, showing correlation o.f ages to score 






Showing for the Girls (see page 69) in Group V · ( irli tiels for 
the names) chronological ages; I. Q. 's (average of two tests}; 
the scores on the Clapp-Yaung Arithmetic Reasoning Tests; the 
Stanford Achievement Arithmetic Problem Test; and Personally 
Constructed Problem Test, as indicated by column headings. 
Chron. I. Q.. 's C1app-Yq}l!lg Stanford Personal 
Ages Average Gr. 7 Gr. 8 '40 '4.1 Problem 
A. B. 
N. F. 13-6 ;1.26.5 92 88 78 82 50 
.. 
B. M. 13-10 122.6 76 88 67 75 50 
K. D. 13-2 121.5 32 72 63 70 48 
M. R. 13-11 121 68 eo 67 81 47 
D. J • 13-8 113 4~ 64 58 70 56 
B. G. 14-0 110 52 84 66 76 59 
N. M. 14-3 109.5 60 84 68 81 43 
I. E. 13-10 102 60 84 62 70 55 
s. A. 12-5 101 36 80 58 66 51 
P. J. 13-5 100 52 52 58 59 56 
D. E. 15-11 90.5 56 56 60 66 44 
o. J. 16-1 71 12 32 58 55 16 
Median 13-10 111 68 84 78 63.5 46 
Mean 13-7 107.37 53.33 72 63~58 70.91 56.62 
s. D. .42 13.48 9.10 13.87 5.89 6.51 13.12 
TABLE XXI shows the data for the boys of Group VI (see 
page 69). The ages of these pupils ranged from 13 years, 
6 months, to 18 years, 1 month, with a mean age of 13 years, 
7 months, a median age of 14 years, 5 months, and a standard 
Deviation of 1.02. 
The I. Q.'s ranged from 65 to 117, with a mean I. Q. of 
97.27, a median I. Q.. of 9a, and a standard D.eviation of 
17.22. 
On the Clapp-Yaung Arithmetic Test form A, given to the 
pupils when they were in Grade Seven, the scores ranged from 
28 to 84, with a mean score of 68, a median score of 70, and 
a standard Deviation ot 17.48. On this test For~ B, given 
to the pupils when they were in Grade Eight, the soo~es 
ranged from 60 to 92,. with a mean soore of 77.45, a median 
score of 78, and a Standard Deviation of 14.87. 
On the Arithmetic Reasoning Test of the Stanford Achieve-
ment Test given in 1940, the scores ranged from 52 to 67, 
with a mean score of 61.09, a median score of 62, and a stand 
ard Deviation of 6.00. When this test was given in 1941, the 
scores ranged from 60 to 85, with a mean score of 74.54, a 
median score ot 77, and 'a Standard Deviation of 7.21. 
On. the Personally Constructed Problem Test, the scores 
ranged from 30 to 49, with a mean score of 40.09, a median 
score of 45, and a Standard Deviatio~ of 13.57. 
For a comparison of this group to the other groups see 
Tables XXVII thru XXXVI, showing correlation of ages to score! 
correlation of I. Q.. to scores, means; medians, and standard 
Deviations. 
TABLE XXI 
Showing' for the Boys . {see page 69) of Group VI (initials for 
the names) ; the Chronological Ages; the I.Q..'s (average for 
two tests); the scores on the Clapp-Young Arithmetic Reason-
ing Test; the Stanford Achievement Arithmetic Problem Test; 
and the Personally Constructed Problem Test, as indicated by 
the column headings. 
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68.00 77.45 61.09 74.54 40.09 
17.48 14.87 6.00 7.2. 13 . 57 
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TABLE X..\:II shows the data for the girls of' Group VI {see 
page .69). The ages ranged from 13 years, 5 months, to 15 year 
3 months, with a mean age of 13 years, 8 months, a median age 
14 ye ars, 1 month, and a Standard Deviation of .41. 
The I. Q.'s ranged from 89 to i22.5, with a mean I. Q. of 
110.7, a median I. Q. of 101.5, and a Stsndard Deviation ot 
10.66. 
On the Clapp-Yaung Arithmetic T~st Form A, given to the 
pupils whi.1e they were in Grade Seven, the scores :ranged f:rom 
60 to 84, with a mean score of 69 .25, a medi an score of .60, 
and a standard Deviation of 11.36. On this test For.m B, given 
to the pupils when they were in Grade Eight, the scores ranged 
from 56 to 92, with a mean score of 78.18, a median score of 
72, . and a standard Deviation of 8.15. 
On the Arithmetic Reasoning Test of the stanford Achieve-
ment Test, given in 1940, the scores ranged from 54 to 75 wit 
a mean score of 66.66, a median score at 62, and a standard 
Deviation of 3. 30. On this test when given in 1941, the 
scores ranged from 62 to 87 with a ~ean score of 77.58, a 
median score of 73, and a standard Deviation of 8.10. 
On the Personally Constructed Problem Test, the scores 
ranged from 12 to 57, with a mean score of 47.16, a median 
score of 40, and a Standard Deviation of 13.03 . 
For a comparison of this group to the other groups see 
Tables XXVII thru XXXVI, showing correlation of ages to s core 




Showing for the Girls (see page 69) in Group VI (initials · ror 
t he names) the Chronological Ages; the I. Q.'s (average for 
two tests) the scores on the Clapp-Young Arithmetic Reasoning 
test; the Stanford Achievement Arithmetic Problem Test; and 
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69.25 78.18 66.66 77.58 47.16 
11.36 8.15 3.30 8.10 13.03 
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TABLE XXIII shows the data for the boys of Group VII (see 
page 6~). The ages ranged from 13 years, 10 months, to 18 
years, 3 months, with a mean age of 14 years, 11 months, a 
median age of 14 years, 1 month, and a Standard Deviation of 
.84. 
The I. Q,.'s r anged from 50 4o 123 .5, with a mean I. Q.. of 
~5.28, a. median I. ~ . of 106, and a Standard Deviation of 
16.'74. 
On the Clapp-Young Arithmetic Test Form A, given to the 
pupils while t hey were in Grade Seven, the scores ranged from l 
20 to 88, with a mean score or 65.71, a median · score of 76, 
and a Standard Deviation of 8. 31. On this test Form B, given 
to the pupils while they were in Grade Eight, the scores 
ranged from '±8 to ~6, with a mean score of 74, a median score 
of 54, · and a Standard Deviation of 16 .• 6~. 
On the Arithmetic Reasoning Test of the Stanford Achieve-
ment Test given in l~~o, the scores ranged from 54 to 75, 
with a mean score of' 64 . 3 , a median score of 63, and a stand-
ard Deviation of 4.66. On t h is test given in 1941, the score 
ranged from 60 to 86, with a mean score of 75 .5' a median 
score of 70, and a Standard Deviation of 8.23. 
On the Personall y Constructeu Problem Test, the scores 
ranged from 0 to 53, with a mean score of 14 .15, a median 
score of 43 .5, and a Standard Deviation of 11.98. 
_ For a comparison of this group to the other groups see 
Tables XXVII thru XXXVI, showing correlation of ages to score 
correlation of I. Q. to scores, means, med ians, and Standard 
Deviat i ons. 
lu .... 
TABLE XXIII 
Showing for the Boys (see page 69) i n Group VII (initials for 
the names} the Chronological Ages; the I. Q, .'s {average ot two · 
tests) the scores on the Clapp-Young Arithmetic Reasoning Test· 
the Stanford Achievement Arithmetic Problem Test, and the Per -
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8.31 16.69 4.66 8.23 11.08 
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TAELE XXIV shows the data for the girls of Group VII (see 
page 69)~ The ages ranged from 13 years, 4 months, to 15 year 
0 months, with a mean age of 14 years, 3 months, a median age 
of 13 years, 10 months, and a Standard Deviation of 1.00. 
The I. Q.'s ranged from 85 to 120.5 with a mean I. Q. of 
103.61, a median I. Q. of 109, and a standard Deviation of 
15 .15. 
On the Clapp-Yaung Arithmetic Test Form A, given to the 
pupils while they were in Grade Seven, the scores ranged from 
40 to 48, with a mean score of 60. 3 , a median score of 54, anld 
I 
a stand Deviation of 21 .• 90. On this test Form B, given to the 
pupils when they were in Grade Eight, the scores ranged from 
60 to 84, with a mean score of 74.77, a median score of 80, 
and a Standard Deviation of 15.93. 
On the Arithmetic Reasoning Test of the Standard Achieve-
ment Test given in 1940, the scores ranged .from 52 to 66, with 
a mean score of 60.84, a median score o~ 62.5, and a standard 
Deviation of 6.87. When the test was given in 1941, the score 
ranged from 62 to 89, with a mean score of 74.07, a median 
score ~. f 70, and a Standard Deviation of 8.24. 
On the Personally Constructed Problem Test, the soores 
ranged from 35 to 78, with a mean score of 4,5.75, a median 
I 
score of 50, and a Standard Deviation of 10.75. 
For a comparison of this group to the other groups see 
Tables XXVII thru XXXVI, showing correlation of ages to scores, 
I ! 




Shov1 ing for the Girls (see page 69) in Group VII (initials for 
the names) the Chronological Ages; the I. Q.'s {average for 
two tests); the scores on the Clapp-Young Arithmetic Reasoning 
test; the Stanford Achievement Arithmetic Problem Test; and 
the Personally Constructed Problem Test; as indicated by the 
column headings. · 
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60.3 74.77 60.84 74.07 45.75 
21e90 15.93 6.87 8.24 10.75 
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TABLE XX.V shows the data for the boys of Group VIII (see 
page 69). The ages ranged from 13 years, 2 months, to 17 year1 
1 month, with a mean age of 14 years, 6 months, a median age oj 
14 years, .. 6 months, and a Standard Deviation of 1.32. 
The I. Q,. 's ranged from 68 to 1·28, wi~h a mean I. Q.. of 
98.11, a median I. Q.. of 98, and a standard Deviation of 19.2~ 
On the Clapp-Young Arithmetic Test Form A, given to the 
pupils while they were in Grade Seven, the scores ranged from 
24 to 88, with a mean score of 58.59, a median score of 60, 
and a standard Deviation of 14.74. On this test Form B, given 
to the pupils while they were in Grade Eight, the scores rangec 
from 40 to 92, with a mean score of 74.11, a median score of 
76, and a Standard Deviation of 14.74. Here is indicated a 
gain in the ability of the pupils to solve problems. 
On the Arithmetic Reasoning Test of the Stanford Achieve-
ment Test given in 1940, the scores ranged . from 52 to 71, with 
a mean score of 62.41, a median score of 64, and a standard 
deviation of 5.14. When the test was given in 1941, the score~ 
ranged from 55 to 78, with a mean score of 65.29, a median 
score of 66, and a Standard Deviation of 6.40. 
On the Personally Constructed Problem Test, the scores 
ranged from 21 to 67, with a mean score of 44.42, a ·median 
score of 45, and a Standard Deviation of 12.52. 
For a comparison of this group to the other groups see 
Tables XXVll thru XXXVI, showing correlation of ages to scores, 





Showing tor the Boys {see page 6~) in Group VIII (initials tor 
the names) the Chronological Ages; the r. Q.. 's {average or two 
tests) the soores on the Clapp-.Young Ar:lthm.etic Reasoning Test; 
the Stanford Achievement Arithmetic Problem Test; and the Per-
sonally Constructed Problem Test; as indicated by the column 
headings • . 
Chron. I. Q,. '·s Clapp-Young Stanford Personal 
Ages Average Gr. 7 Gr. 8 140 141 Problem 
A. B. 
D. T. 13-6 128 48 72 64 78 55 
P. A. 13-8 126 52 92 66 70 63 
N. w. 12-2 122 76 92 71 70 41 
H. A. 13•8 120 84 84 67 73 67 
N. H. 13·2 111 72 72 66 68 62 
T. H. 13-10 110 48 84 55 71 21 
P. w. 14-6 108 76 84 67 71 
P. H. 14-3 99 24 . 68 60 63 48 
B. R. 14-5 98 64 72 64 60 ~4 
P. w. 15-6 97 72 84 60 66 26 
R. R. 14-4 89 48 76 67 64 41 
M. D. 15-10 86 60 84 68 67 26 
w. E. 1 '7-0 85 60 64 60 60 44 
D. J. 1'7-1 77 52 52 57 55 46 
(continued next page) 
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TABLE X:XV (concluded) 
Chron. I. Q.. 's 01app-YoU.ng stanford Persona 
Ages Average Gr. 7 Gr. 8 '40 '41 Problem 
A• B. 
E. E. 16-10 74 40 42 52 55 
P. w. 16-10 70 68 80 60 57 41 
K. R. 16-4 68 .62 60 57 62 
Median 14 .. 5 98 60 76 "64 66 45 
Mean 14-6 98.11 58.59 74.11 62.41 65.;29 44. 42 
s. D. le32 19.2 14.74 11.13 5.14 6.40 12.52 
TABLE XXVI shows the data for the gi;rls of Group _VIII (~ee _ 
page 69). The ages ranged from 13 years, 0 months, to .16 years 
5 months, with a mean age of 13 years, G months, a median age 
of 14 years, 2 months, and a Standard Deviation of .91. 
The I. ~ · 's r~.nged from 74 to 131, with a mean r. Q, . of 
104.71, a median r. Q. of 103.5, and a Standard Deviation of 
13.78. 
On the Clapp-Yaung Arithmetic Test Form A, given to the 
pupils while they were in Grade Seven, the scores ranged rrom 
24 to 76, with a mean score of 59.42, a median score of 64, 
and a Standard Deviation of 16.13. On the test Form B, given 
to the pupils while they were in Grade Eight, the scores ranged 
from 52 to 96, with a mean score of 78.29, a median score of 
80, and a Standard Deviation df 11.97. 
On the Arithmetic Reasoning Test of the Stanford Achieve~ 
ment Test given in 1940, the scores rangedfrom 54 to 75, with 
a mean score or 63.64, a median score of 65, and a standard 
Deviation of 5.11. On the test given in 1941, the scores 
ranged from 57 to 78, with a mean score of 66.5, a median 
score of 67, and a Standard Deviation o~ 6.17. 
On the Personally Constructed Problem Test, the scores 
ranged from 29 to 72, with a mean score of 47 .92, a median 
score of 48, and a Standard Deviation or 12.09. 
For a comparison of this group to the other groups see 
Tables XXVII thru x:n:vr, showing correlation of ages to scores, 




Showing for the Girls {see page 69) in Group VIII (initials foi 
the names) the Chronological Ages; the I. Q.'s (average of two 
tests) the scores on the Clapp-Young Arithmetic Reasoning Test; 
and the Personally Constructed Problem Teat, as indicated by 
the column headings. 
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59.42 78.29 63.64 66.50 47.92 
16.13 11.97 5.11 6.17 12.09 
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TABLE XXVII shows for the boys of the EXp erimental Group 
and for the boys in the eight other groups used for comp~rison; 
the correlations of the qhronological Ages; to the Scores on 
the Clapp-Young Arithmetic Tests Forms A; and B, to the scores 
on the Arithmetic Reasoning Test of the Stanford Achievement 
Tests given in 1940 and in 1941, and to the scores on the Per-
sonally Oon,structed Problem Tests. 
The Experimental Groups shows a positive correlation on 
the scores for the Olapp~Young Arithmetic Tests Forms A, and 
B, and on the 1941 testing using the Stanford Achievement Test. 
On the 1941 testing of the Stanford Achievement Test, and on 
the Personally Constructed Test a negative correlation is shown 
For the other groups negative correlations are shown for 
most of the gro·ups. 
TABLE XXVIII shows for the Girls or the Experimental Group 
and for the Girls of the eight. other groups used fo:r comparison 
the correlations of the phrenological Ages; to the scores on 
the Clapp-Young Arithmetic Tests Forms A~ a~d B; to the scores 
on the Arithmetic Reasoning Test of the stanford Achievement 
Tests given in 1940 and in 1941; and to the scores on the Per-
sonally Constructed Problem Test. 
The Experimental Groups has positive correlation on all 
the tests except on the 1940 Arithmetic Reasoning Test of the 
Stanford Achievement Test. 




Showing for the Boys in the Experimental Group and for the Boys 
in the eight other groups the Correlation of the Chronological 
Ages to the scores on the Clapp-Young Arithmetic Test, Stanford 
Aohi~vement Test, and the Personally Constructed T,~t, as indi-
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The above table is read, for the Experimental Group, the cor-
relation of the Chronological Age to the Clapp-Young Test, 
Form A, is .32, to Form B, the correlation is .04;' for the 
stanford Test, given in 1940, the correlation is a negative 
one of -.01; for test given in 1.941, the correlation is . 3 3; 
for the Personal Test, the correlation is a negative one of 
... 63. 





Showing f or the Girls in the Experimental Group and for the 
Girls in eight other groups the Correlation of the Ohronologiea 
Ages to the scores on the Clapp-Young -Ari.thmetic Reasoning Test 
Stanford Achievement Test, (Arithmetic Reasoning Test); and the 


















































The above table is read as follows, for the Girls ot the 
Experimental Group, the correlation of their Chronological Ages 
to the score on the Clapp-Yaung Test Form A is .o5, to Form B, 
the correlation is .08; for the stanford Test given in 1940, 
the correlation is -.90, for test given in 1941, the correl a-
tion is .16; for the Personal Test, the correlation is .66. 
The rest of the tables are read in the same manner tor the 
other groups. 
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TABLE XXIX shows for the Boys of the Experimental GrouP__, 
and for the Boys of the eight other groups used for comparison, 
the correlation of the Average I. Q..~s; to the scores on the 
Clapp-Yaung Arithmetic Tests Forms A~ and B; to the scores on 
the Arithmetic Reasoning Test of the Stanford Achievement Te~t.s 
given in 1940 and i n 1 ~4~; and to the scores on the Personally 
Constructed Problem Test. 
The correlations of the Average I. Q.'s to the tests score1 
show a positive correlation for all groups. 
Group III had the highest correlation of .85, while Group 
VI had the lowest correlation of .15 on the Form A. of the 
Clapp-Yaung Arithmetic Test. 
Group III had the highest correlation of .94, while Group 
IV had the lowest correlation of .20 on Form B. of the Clapp-
Yaung Arithmetic Test. 
The Experimental Group had the highest correlation of .83 
' 
while Group I had the lowes~ correlation of .22 on the stanford 
Achievement Test given in 1940. 
Group VIII had the highest c·orrelation of .85, while Group 
IV had the lowest correlation of .46 on the Stanford Achieve-
ment Test given in 1941. 
Group I had the highest correlation of .68, while Group II 
had the lowest correlation of .05 on the Personally Constructed 
Problem Test. This shows that pupils of the Junior Hi~1 School 
age benefit from the use of Functional Problem Units. 
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TABLE XXIX 
Showing for the Boys in the Experimental Group and the Boys in 
eight other groups the Correlations of the I. Q,.'s (average of 
two test results) to the scores on the Clapp-Yaung A~ithmetic 
Reasoning Test, the Stanford Achievement Arithme:t;ic Reasoning 


































































The above table is read as follows, for the Experimental Group 
the boys had a correlation of their I. Q.'s to the test scores 
for the Clapp-Yaung Test Form. A, of .69; for Jrorm B, of .83; 
to the Stanford Test given in 1940, of .83; to test given in 
1941, of .82; to the Personal Test, of .62. 
The table is read in the same manner for the other eight groups 




TABLE Y..XX shows for the Girls of the .Experimental Group 
and for the Girls of the eight other groups used for comparison, 
the correlations of the Average I . ~.'s; to the scores on the 
Clapp-Yaung Arithmetic Test Forms A, and B; to the scores on 
the Arithmetic Reasoning Test of the Stanford Achievement Tests 
given in 1940 and in 1941; and to the scores on the Personally 
Constructed Problem Test. 
The correlations of the Average I. ~.'s to the test scores 
show positive correlation for the groups. 
Gro.u.p VIII had the highest correlation of • 98; while Group 
VI had the lowest correlation of .38 on the Form A of the Clapp 
Young Arithmetic Test. 
Group VIII had the highest correlation of .82, while Group 
IV had the lowest correlation of .06 on the Arithmetic Reason-
ing Test of the Stanford Achievement Test given in 1940. 
Group IJI had the highest correlation of .91, while Group 
,..· . 
VII had the lowest correlation, a negative correlation of -.48 
on the Arithmetic Reasoning Test of the Stanford Achievement 
Test given in 1941. 
Group III had the .Q.ighest correlation of .71, while Group 
IV had the lowest correlation of .09 on the Personally Con-
structed Problem Test. 
TABLE XXX 
Showing for the Girls i n the Experimental Group and for the 
Girls in eight other groups the Correlation of the I. Q.'s, to 
the scores on. the Clapp-Young Arithmetic Reasoning Test, the 
Stanford Achievement Te.st {Arithmet i c Reasoning ) and the Per-
sonally Constructed Test as indicated by the column headings. 
Clapp-Young s tanford Personal 
A. B.· '40 '41 
Exper imental .65 .72 .71 .79 .57 
Group I .52 .15 .61 .55 
Group II .84 .97 .77 .88 .68 
Group III . 43 .06 .28 .~1 .71 
Group IV .72 .71 .06 .73 .09 
Group v .54 .71 .75 .79 .17 
Group VI .38 .23 .58 .63 .45 
Group VII .36 .69 .70 -.48 .68 
Group VIII .98 .75 .82 .87 .46 
Medians 54 71 71 79 55 
The above table is read as follows, for the girls of the Ex-
perimental Group, the correlations of their I. ~.'s to the test 
scores are; to the Clapp ... Young Test, Form A is .65; to Form B 
is .72; to the scores on the Stanford Test, given in 1940, is 
.71; to the scores on test gi ven in 1940 is .79; to the score 
on the Personal Test is .57. 
The table i s read in the same manner for the other eight groups~ 
The correlations for Girls of the Experimental Group are above 
the medians for the groups. 
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TABLE XXXI shows tor the Boys of the Experimental Group 
and for the Boys of the eight other group!? ~sed for compari-
son, the means for the Chronolo gical Ages, the means for ~he 
average I. ~.'s, the means for the scores on the Clapp-Yaung 
Arithmetic Test, Form A, and B, the means for the seores on 
the Arithmetic Reasoning Test of the Stanford Achievement 
Tests given in 1940, and given in 1941, and the means _for 
the scores on the Personally Constructed Problem Test. 
It will be noted that the Boys. of the Expe~imental Gro 
have the mean a ge of 13 years, 5 months,which shows them 
slightly younger than the other groups. The group with the 
highest mean a ge was Group VII, with a mean age of 14 years, 
11 months. 
The Experimental Group had the highest mean I. Q.. of _ 
117.38, while Group VII had the lowe st mean I. Q. of 95.28. 
The high I. Q..'s of the E~perimental Group must have had a 
great deal to do with the fact that the mean scores of the 
t ests are higher for that group with one exception, Group VI 
had a highest mean of 75.5. 
The mean score on the Personally Constructed Problem 
Test was considerably higher for the Experimental Group as 
they were use.a-to the problem unit type of questions. 
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TABLE XXXI 
Showing for th~ Boys in the Experimental Group and in the eight 
other groups the means of the Chronological Ages, I. Q.'s, and 
the scores on the Clapp-Yaung Arithmetic Reasoning Test, the 
Stanford Achievement Test on Arithmetic Reasoning, .and the Per-
sonally Constructed Test as indicated in the column headings. 
Chron. I.Q. 1 s Clapp-Yaung Stanford Person l 
Age A. B. '40 '41 
Experimental 13~5 117.38 68.57 80.72 66.15 74.27 70.95 
Group I 13-6 108.5 62.13 75.46 50.73 73.73 41.33 
Group II 13-6 101.79 48.17 68.0 63.41 67.53 38.23 
Group III 14-3 100.86 63.60 69 .• 26 61.86. 70.80 37.06 
Group IV 13-9 101.63 54.13 74.93 61.92 70.46 34.23 
Group V 14-1 109.04 53.3 76.36 62-75 71.16 45.16 
Group VI 13-7 97.27 68.0 77.45 61.09 74.54 40.09 
GrouP. VII 14-ll 95.28 65.71 74.00 64 .• 50 75.5 14.15 
Group VIII 14-6 98.11 58.59 74.11 62.41 65.29 44.42 
Median 13-9 101.79 62.13 74.93 61.92 70.80 41.33 
The Experimental Group had a mean score on all the tests above 
the median for the nine groups. 
TABLE XXXII shows for the Girls of the Experimental Group 
and for the girls of the eight other groups used for comparison; 
the means for the Chronol ogical Ages, the means f or the average 
I. Q.'s; the means for the scores on the Clapp-Young Arithmetic 
Test, Forms A and B; the means for the scores on the Arithmetic 
Reasoning Test of the Stanford Achievement Tests given in 1940, 
and 1941; and the means for the scores on the Personally Con -
structed Probl em Test. 
It will be noted that there was little variation in the 
mean ages for the girls in the nine groups. 
Group VIII had the highest mean age of 14 years, 3 mon ths. 
The girls of Group I had the highes t mean average I. Q;.; the 
girls of the Experimental Group came next with a mean average 
of 113. 
On the Clapp-Yaung's Arithmetic Test Form A, Group VI had 
the highest mean score of 69.25, while the Experimental Group 
had the next mean score of 61.'84. On Form B, Group I had the 
highest mean score of 81.0, and Group VIII had the next highest 
Group III had the lowest mean score of 45.2 on Form A, and 
a mean score of 54.56, on Form B. 
On t he Arithmetic Reasoning Test of the St anford Achieve-
ment Tes t given in 1940, Group VI had the highest mean score of 
66.66, while Group III, had the l owest mean score of 58.30. In 
1~41, Group VI had the highe st mean score of ·??.58, and Group 
III had the lowest mean score of 63 .38. 
On the Personally Constructed Problem Test, the Experimen-
tal Group had the highest mean score of 66.46, and Group III 
had the lowest mean score of 34.61. 
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TABLE XXXII 
Showing for the Girls in the Experimental Gro~p and the Girls 
in the eight other groups the nieans of the Chronologic.al Ages, 
I. Q,.'s, and the scores on the Clapp-Young Arithmetio Reason-
ing Test, the Stanford Achievement Test on Arithmetic, and the 
Personally Constructed Test. 
Chron. I.Q,.'s Clapp-Yaung Stanford Persom.1 
Age A. B. '40 '41 
Experimental 13-6 113. 61.84 74.15 62.00 72.53 66.46 
Group I 13-5 114.81 56.40 81.0 64.50 ?2.75 42.71 
Group II 13-5 108.60 56.57 66.57 62.92 69.14 37.5 
Group III 13-5 103.19 45.2 54.56 58.30 63.38 34 .• 61 
Group IV 13-5 105.29 53.16 66.31 61.31 69.52 40.21 
Group V 13•7 107.37 53.33 72.0 63.58 70.91 56.62 
Group VI 13-8 110.7 69.25 78.18 66.66 77.58 47.16 
Gro~p VII 14-3 103.61 60.3 74.77 60.84 74.07 45.75 
Group VIII 13-6 104 .71 59.42 78.29 63.64 66.50 47.92 
Median l~-6 107.37 56.57 74.15 62.92 70.91 45.75 
The Girls of the Experimental Group had a mean score above the 
Median except on the Stanford Achievement Test given in 1940; 
here the mean score is slightly below the Median. 
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TABLE XXXIII 
Showing for the Boys of the Experimental Group and the eight 
other groups (see page 69j the medians for Chronological Ages; 
for the I. Q.'s and average of two tests, the scares on the 
Clapp-Yaung Arithmetic Test Form A and Form B; the scores on thE 
Arithmetic Reasoning Test of the Stanford Achievement Tests 
given in 1940 and in 1941; the scores on the Personally Con-
structed Problem Test. 
Chron. I.Q.'s Clapp-Yaung 
Age A. B. 
Experimental 13-8 115 
Group I · 14-1 107 
Group II 14-0 9 8 
Group I II 14-3 99.5 
Group IV 13-10 101.5 
Group V 14-8 98 
Group VI 14-5 98 
· Group VII 14-1 106 

















































TABLE XXXIII is read as follows, the Boys of the Experimental 
Gro1..1.p had a median age of 13 years, 8 months; a median I. Q. of 
115; on the Clapp-Young Test Form A, a median of 70; on Form B, 
a median of 82; on the Stanford Test in 1940, a median of 66; 
in 1941, a median of 74; on the Personally Constructed Problem 
Test, a median of 69. 
For the other groups the table is read in the same manner. 
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TABLE XXXIV 
Showing for the Girls of the Expe:cimental Group and the eight 
other groups {see page 69) the medians for the Chronologi cal 
Ages; for the I. Q.'s; an average of two tests; the scores on 
the Clapp~Yo~g Arithmetic Test Form A and Form B; the scores 
on the Arithmetic Reasoning Test of the Stanford Achievement 
Tests given in 1940 and in 1941; the scores on the Personall y 
Constructed Problem Test. 
Ohron. I. ~ .'s Clapp-Young 
Age A. B. 
Experimental 13-7 117 
Group I 13-5 111.5 
Group II 13-7 109 
Group III 13-6 103.5 
Group IV 13~9 102 
Group V 13-10 111 
Group VI 14-1 101.5 
Group VII 
Group VIII 
13-10 l09 · 
14-2 103.5 










































TABLE XXXIV is read as follows, the Girls of the Experimental 
Group had a Median Age of 13 years, 7 months, a Median I. Q, . of 
117; on the Olapp•Young Test Form A, a Median of 64; on Form B, 
a Median of 80; on the stanford Test given in 1940, ·a Median of 
62; in 1941, a Median of 69; on the Personally Constructed Prob 
lem Test, a Median of 68. 
For the other groups, they are read in the same manner. 
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TABLE XXXV 
Showing for the Boys of the Experimental Group and the boys in 
eight other 'groups, the Standard Deviations for the Chronolog-
ical Ages; the Average I. Q.'s; the scores on the Clapp-Young 
Arithmetic Tests, Form A and For~ B; Arithmetic Reasoning Test 
of the Stanford Achievement Tests given in 1940 and in 1941; 
and the Personally Constructed Problem Test. 
Chron. I.Q,. 's C1app -Young Stanford 
Age A. B . '40 '41 
Experimental .67 
Group I .92 
Group II 1.04 
Group III .42 
Group IV .88 
Group V 1.41 
Group VI 1.02 
Group VII • 84 









21 .7~ 10.02 6.16 
15 .37 12.52 4.85 
23.21 15.40 7.23 
17.98 17.27 5.72 
17.29 13.44 5.68 
14.36 9 .55 4 .22 
17.48 14.87 6. 
8.31 1&.69 4 .66 




















TABLE XXXV is read as follows, the Boys of the Experimental 
Group had on their ages a standard Deviation of .67; on their 
I. Q. 's, a standard Deviation of 12.55; on the Clapp-Young Test 
Form A, a standard Deviation of 21.73; on Form B, a standard 
Deviation of 10.02; on the Stanford Achievement Test given in 
1940, a Standard Deviation of 8.16; on this test given in 1941, 
a Standard Deviation of 9.53; on the Personally Constructed 
Problem Test, a Standard Deviation of 10.65. 
The eight other groups are read in the same manner. 
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TABLE XXX~I 
Showing for the Girls of the Experimental Group, and for the 
eight other groups, the Standard Deviations, for the Chronolog-
ical Ages; for the I. Q, .'s, and average of two tests, for the 
scores on the Clapp-Yaung Arithmetic Tests Form A and Form B; 
for the scores on the Arithmetic Reasoning Test of the Stanford 
Achievement Tests given in 1940 and in 1941, and the scores on 
the Personally Constructed Problem Test. 
Chron. I. Q, .'s Clapp-Yaung stanford 
Ages A. ~ . 140 '41 
Experimental .72 
Group I .36 
Group II 1.09 
Group III .78 
Group IV 4•19 
Group V .42 
Group VI .41 
Group VII 1.00 










16.31 11.85 3.79 
12.08 7.68 1.63 
19.67 17.80 6.49 
12.31 17.23 4.63 
16.09 15.82 6.02 
9.10 13.87 5.89 
11.36 8.15 3.30 
21.90 15.93 6.$7 




















TABLE XXXVI is read as follows, the Girls of the Experimental 
Group had on their ages, a standard Deviation of .72; on their 
I. Q.'s, a standard Deviation of 13.31; on the Clapp-Yaung Test 
Form A, a standard Deviation of 16.31; on Form B, a standard 
Deviation of 11.85; an the Stanford Test given in 1940, a Stand~ 
ard Deviation of 3.79; in 1941, a standard Deviation of 9.07; 
on the Personally Constructed Problem Test, a standard Devia-
tion of 15.28. 




Few will doubt that the Functional Problem Unit meets the 
requirements of modern educational theory better than do the 
isolated text book problems. The work is nearer to Life. It 
uses individual and community experiences. It calls for in• 
dividual initiative. 
It is also evident that Functional Proble1u Units more 
nearly meet the true purposes of problem work in Arithmetic; it 
gives better opportunity for judgment in business. 
But evidence to establish the above statements is not con-
clusive. Three lines or evidence maybe noted, viz; (1) sum-
mary and interpretation of data from the tables shown in Chap-
ter IV, (2) personal impressions, as teacher of the group, and 
(3) the attitudes of the pupils. 
I. Evidence from comparative data, taken, 
from Table XXVII of Chapter IV, (page 69) which 
shows the means for the boys of the Experimental 
Group, and the means for the boys of the other 
eight groups. 
The mean age for the boys of the Experimental Group showed 
them to be slightly younger by 4 months than the median for all 
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dt the · boys of all, the groups. 
The boys of the Experimental Group had a Mean Intelli gence 
Quotient of 117.~8, which was much higher than the Median In-
telligence Quotient of 101.79, for all the groups. This high 
I. ~ . was to be expected when the average age was low. 
On the Clapp -Young Arithmetic Tes.t Form A, the Boys of the 
Experimental Grol.lp had the highest Mean Score of 68.57; which 
was 4.44 above the Median 62.13 for the group. On Form B of 
this test this group had the highest Mean of 80.72, wh ich was 
5.79 above the Mean for the Groups. The Boys of the Experi-
mental Group show on Form B, a gain of 12.15 over the Mean for 
Form A, which indicates an increase in reasoning ability after 
they had been taught by Problem Units. Group VI had a Mean 
Score of 68 on Form A, and a Mean Score of 77.45 on Form B, but 
did not show as much gain. 
On the Arithmetic Reason i ng Test of the Stanford Achieve-
ment Test given in 1940, the Boys of the Experimental Group had 
a Mean Scare of 66.13, which was 5.21 points higher than the 
Median of 61.92 for all the Groups. On this test given in 1941 
the Mean Score for the Experimental Group was 74.27, which was 
3.47 points above the Median for the Groups. A gain of 8.14 
was shown in the year's time. However Group VI and Group VII 
had higher Mean Scores than the Exper i mental Group on the test 
.in 1941, and showed greater gains, gains of and against, for 
the Experimental Group. 
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On the Personally Constructed Problem Test, the Boys of 
the l!ixperimental Group had the highest Mean score of 70.95, 
which was 28.62 points above the Medians for this group. As 
the test was constructed to check on the use of good judgment 
in conn~ction with buying an automobile, partly, the Experi-
mental Group had an advantage, and did better as they had re-
ceived training thru the work which they had had on Problem 
Units connected with the buying of an automobile. (See Ap-
pendic G p. 136 for copy ot this test.) 
Table XXVIII in Chapter IV shows the Means for the Girls 
of the Experimental Group, and the Means t"or the Girls in the 
eight other groups (see page 69). The Mean age for the Girls 
in the Experimental Group was 13 years, 6 months, which was 
equal to the Median age for the groups. The Girls of four 
other groups were younger. 
The Girls of Experimental Group had a Mean Intelligence 
~uotient ot 113, which was above the Median for the Inte1ligenc 
~uotient of 107.37 for all the groups. 
Group I had a higher Mean Intelligence Quotient of 114.81. 
On the Clapp-Yaung Arithmetic Test, Form A:, the Mean for 
the Girls of the Experimental Group was 61.84, which was 5.27 
points above the Median 56.57, for all the groups. 
Group VI had the highest Mean score of 69.25. On Form B 
of this test the Girls of the Experimental Group had a Mean of 
74.15, which was the same as the Median for all the groups. A 
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gain of 12.31 points was shown by the Experimental Group. Four 
groups had higher Means on this test, and showed greater gains 
in ability to solve problems. 
On the Arithmetic Reasontng Test of the Stanford Achieve-
ment Test given in 1~40, the Girls of the Experimental Group 
had a Mean score of 62, which was.92 less than the Median 62.92 
for all the groups. On this test given in 1941, the Mean score 
was 72.53, which is 1.62 points above the Median for ·a.ll the 
groups. Here is shown a gain in a year's time on the ability 
to reason in problems. 
Group VI had the highest Mean on this test, and showed a 
slighly greater gain, a gain or about .4 more. 
On the Personally Constructed Problem Test. the Girls of 
the Experimental Group had a Mean score of 66.46, which was 
21.71 points above the Median of 45.7& for all the groups. 
This indicates that the Girls of Experimental Group who 
were taught by use of a Problem Unit profited by the work, as 
they showed greater ability to use judgment on real problems 
than did the Girls of the other groups . 
From this data it is noted that the Boys of the Experi-
mental Group showed a greater gain than did the Girls. This 
may be due to the higher average Intelligence Quotient of the 
boys in the group. 
Doubtless it would be unwise to claim too much for the new 
type of work. But from the data presented, anyone would agree 
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that the pupils doing the new type of work did not suffer by 
comparison, at least, they lost nothing. 
II. Personal Impressions as Teacher of the 
Experimental Group. 
The pupils of this group took a keen interest in problem 
work as it seemed real to them. They would ~sk questions con-
cerning the different parts of the unit. These questions were 
asked at any convenient time, and in any lesson when the pupils 
had something which was suggested by the unit. 
The parents were interested as many pupils reported at 
home what information they had obtained from discussions. 
The writing of the letters taught the pupils the need for 
knowing how to write letters clearly, if they wished to obtain 
given information. The terms used in the business world had a 
definite meaning to the pupils, as they came to understand thei 
use. 
Pupils always were ready to work on problems, and even 
asked to have more time for the work on the problem units, whic 
showed that the pupils were anxi.ous to reach a solution to thei 
individual problems. 
It was a pleasure to have the period for problems come, as 
the pupils were so enthusiastic to do the work. As the work 
was always planned for the next lesson py the group, it gave thE 
teacher more time to help the different members of the group 
with indi.vidual problems. 
The work on Functional Units proved so fascinating to the 
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teacher that much extra time was spent outside of school hours 
in securing materials, and plans to enrich the work as it pro-
gressed. 
III. Attitudes of the Pupils. 
A great deal of interest in the work of problems was shown 
by the pupils of the Experimental Group as they worked on the 
different phases of the .l!unctional Problem Unit. 
The pupils showed a great deal of initiative in the plan-
ning of their work. They were ever ready to suggest ways to 
obtain materials, and secured as many materials as possible 
from parents and ather people. 
This gave them training in English as they talked with 
adults regarding the problems in business, and training in the 
writing of business letters whi ch were clearly worded. 
As adults must work together, these pupils learned to help 
others, and share their knowledge and materials. Thru this 
cooperating with others, they experienced situations which they 
will find valuable to them in their later lives as it helped 
them to realize the need of cooperation in the business· world. 
By having a real use for the terms connected with the 
various parts of the unit, the pupils obtained an understand-
ing of the meanings, as well as, a practical use of eaoh as 
they applied them to the work of their units. 
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From this unit of using "The Buying of a Car", as the 
basis for Functional Problem Units in ·Arithmetie for Grade 
Eight, it is hoped that teachers of Arithmetic will receive an 
inspiration to plan all their problem work on a functional 
basis tor the pupils at the Junior High School level so that 
the pupils will be better prepared to carry on the work of 
adults in the business world. 
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APPENDIX A. 
The rollowing are copies of letters wxitten by the pupils 
in the Experimental Group to their mothers relative to the 































The following are copies of letters written by the pupils 
in the Experimental Group to different business concerns to 




.Al'PEl\fD IX C • 
The following ere copies of the tests used in connection 
with the research part of this paper. 
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I 
STANFORD ACHIEVEMENT TEST 
By TRUMAN . L. . KELLEY, GILES M. RucH, and LEWIS M. -TERMAN 
Adv. 
Arith. 
ADVANCED ARITHMETIC TEST: FORM D D 
Name .. · . . .. .. .. . .. . ..... . ............... . ......... . .. .. ....... Age . ..... . . Grade ....... . 
/ 
Bay or girl ........ ... N arne of school .................................... . ............. . 














I I I 
SCORE 
5.0 




5.5 6.0 6.5 7.0 R.O 9,0 10.0 11.0 
I,, I I .I I ,,,,,,,,lll!l,!lfll,llrl!!l!l!l;.ll!!l""'"ll'' 
Eqt1ated. 21° 1 215 1 I 31° I I 315 I I 41° I I 415 I 51° I I 515 I I 61° I I 615 I 7t I ' 715 1 Scor~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-L~~~-L~~~~*~~ 
Age-
Equiv. 
10° 10 6 11° 116 12° 126 13° l4° 15° 16° 
I I I I I I I I • I I I I I I I I If I I I I I I I I I I I,, · , ,I,,,,_.L,"I""'"""L.,;,!,"'"""'"'"' 
*Values extrapolated above this point. 
I 
Published by World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York, and Chicago, Illinois 
Copyright 1940 by World Book Company. Copy:r:ight in Great I3r~tain. All rights reserved. s AT: Anv. ARITH.: n-6 
PRINTED IN U. S.A. 
~ Thi~ test is copyrighted. The rejJroduction of any part of it by mimeograph, hectograph, or in any other 
way, whether the reproductions are soltl or are furnisfzed free for use, is a violation of the copyright law. · 
2 TEST 1. ARITHMETIC REASONING Stanf. Adv. Arith. : Form .D 
DIRECTIONS. Find the answers to these problems 
as quickly as you can. Write the answers on 
the dotted lines. tJ se the margins to figure on. 
Answer 
1 Eight oranges are what fraction of a dozen, 
in simplest form? 
2 Mrs. Rose needed 8 pieces of cloth; each 
at yd. l01ig, for curtains. How many yards 
of cloth did she need in all? 
s The clerk of Morris County is paid $4800 
a year. What is his salary per month? 
4 A delivery boy made 8 stops the first half 
hour. At that rate how many stops Will he 
make in 2t hours? · _____ _ 
5 How many cubic feet of earth must be 
removed in digging a cellar 10:' X 20' X 30'? ____ - _ 
6 Mr. Emory sold $5000 worth of goods, 
receiving a commission of 2t%. What was 
his co:rmnission? 
7 Paul feeds his chickens i pk. of grain at 
each feeding. He has 3!- pk. of grain left. , . 
How many feedings has he left? 
s The scale on a · drawing reads 1" = 10'. 
· What actual distance is represented by a 
line 3t niches long? 
9 The distances a motorist drove during 
each hour of a 7-hour. trip were: 43 mi. , 
37 mi., 34 mi., 41 mi., 42 mi., 35 mi~ , and 
41 mi. How many miles an hour did he 
averag~? 
10 The diameter of a circular fountain is 56 
feet: What is the circumference? (Use 3t 
for 1!'.) 
11 Dave had saved $5.4_5. He and his three 
brothe:rs earned $3.00 more, which they 
shared equally. How much did Dave have 
then? 
12 80 acres, or t , of Mr. Hart's farm is 
pasture. How many ~cres are there in his 
farm? 
Go right on to Pr-oblem 13. 
'Answer 
13 The Eva:QS family started o:ri an 800-mile 
tnp. They drove 200 miles . the first day. 
What per cent. of the total distance did they 
drive the first day? 
14 A boqk sells for $2.50. The cost of the 
binding is .08 of th~ selling pri~e. What is 
the cost of the hinding? 
15 The height of a trap,ezoid is 5 yd. 'The 
bases are 70 yd. and 80 yd. The area is 
_ ?_ sq. yd.' (Use the · formula A 
b 1 b' X h.) 
16 A farm was assessed at $8000. The tax 
rate was $3.25 pet $100. Find the amount 
of the tax. 
17 Joe slept from 9:45 P.M. · to , 7:30 A.M. 
How many hours did he sleep? 
I. 
18 A door is 3' X 8 '. A window in this door 
is 2' X 2'. What is· the area of the wooden 
surface of this door in square feet? 
19 The perimeter of . ~ square is 120 yards. 
What is ~he length of a side· in yards? 
2o Last year Henry weighed 72 lb. This 
year he weighs 80 lb. Compare ·his weight 
last year with his weight this ye,ar as a 
decimal fraction. 
. 
21 Mr. Anderson took out a $5500 life 
insurance policy'. The rate for his age was 
$24 per $1000. How much ~as his annual 
premium? 
22 How much must one invest at 3% in order 
to earn $60 interest a year? 
23 An automobile dealer paid $450 for a used 
car. Repairs cost $60 and he figured his ' 
overhead at $40. He sold tliis car for $500. 
What was his per cent of loss, figured on the 
selling price? · - - - - - -
. . 
24 If ,- 35 represents a point 35 miles west of 
Newton and if + 15 represents a point 15 
miles east of Newton, how many miles apart 
ate the two points? 




Btanf. Adv. A.rith.: Form D TEST 1. ARITHMETIC REASONING (Co(lt,d) . 3 
Answer 
25 A farmer needs a corncrib .with a floor area 
of 800 sq. ft. '(here is a 20·ft. space 
between two of his buildings. If he builds 
the crib in . this space, how many, feet long 
he make it? 
26 Whe~ apples cost n cents each, how ml}.ny 
cents will 6 apples cost? ' _____ _ 
27 A city block is 180 ft. by 200 ft. What is 
its area in square yards ? 
28 Mrs. Ray borrowed $1500 at 4% interest 
for 3 months. · What was the total principal 
and.interest that she had to pay? 
29 The ratio of the populations of two cities 
is 9 to 12. What iS this ratio in decimal 
form? 
is 45° and 
degrees are 
30 Angle A of triangle ABC 
angle B is 60°. How many 
there in angle C? I 
31 Mary found that the shadow of the 
schoolhouse was 60ft. long at the time her 
own shadow was 4 ft. long . . Mary is 5 ·ft. 
tall. How tall is the schoolhouse? 
32 Tom divided 16 by 33. What answer 
should he have found, correct to the 71.earest 
hundredth? 




33 A farm has 40 acres, or .125 of the total 
. / 
farm, under water. · How many. acres are 
there in the farm? 
34 Mr. Jones 'paid $1125 for a bond of $1000 
face value. How much :ipterest should he 
recei~e each year if the rate is 5%? 
35 A house yalued at $10,000 was insUred 
. against fire for 80% of its value. The rate 
was $.20 per $100. How much was the 
premium for one year? 
36 How many degrees of a circle graph 
should be used to show the fact that 55% of 
the people of a county live in cities? 
' 
37 An invoice was marked tt 2%, . 30 days; 
60 days, net." The invoice amounted to 
$2500; What was the cost if paid 
immediately? ' 
38 Triangles RST and R'S'T' are similar. 
Side RS is 24', side ST is 1~', and side R'S' 
is 6'. How long is side S'T'? 
39 Mr. Ray bought 1600 sq. ft. of sod. If he 
sods a square piece of ground, how many feet 
long will each side be? 
40 What does $500 amo\mt to in 2 years at 6% 
interest, compounded annually? 
End of Test 1. Look over your work. 
4 TEST 2. ARITHMETIC COMPUTATION Stanf. Adv. Arith.: Form D 
DIRECTIONS. Get the answers to these examples as quickly as you can without making mistakes. Look . 






As soon as you have finished an example, write the answer on the line provided at the right. 









4 3 8 7.4 8 3 2 
9 4 1.61 3 5 
















4 5 .7 
260 
1sF. -md the average 
1 8 bu. 
23 bu. 












1.8 2 5 













9 1 3 
4 X 3 _ 5 TO-
.02 =--% 
9 % =m 
Add 
• 8.7 5o . 
-4 6.9 8 2 
2 7 4.9 0 9 
8 0 0.3 1 4 
7 4 5.8 0 5 
Go right on to Example 21 on the next page~ 
Answer 
1_. ___ _ ____ _ 
2 __ __ ___ __ _ 
3 ---- - --- - -
4---- - -----
5 _________ _ 
6 ____ ____ _ _ 
7 ____ _ __ __ _ 
8 ---- - --- - -
9 ' % 
---- ----- -
10---- .- -----
11 _________ _ 
12 --------
13 -- - - -- - - ·-- -
14 - - - - - -- -- -
15 ~- -- ------ -
16 ._ - --- - --- -
17 ___ ___ __ _% 
18 - - - - - -- -~':.· 
19 -- - - - -----
---- - --- --
Stanf. Adv. Arith. : Form :e TEST 2 .. ARITHMETIC COMPUTATION (Cont'd) 
I 
21 Add 22 23 Add 24 
8/.1. 1 4)2 52 0 1 2 0 min. 3 0 sec. ' 9 X 4 7 -4 TO T2- -
! 112. 1 4 min. 4 5 sec. 6 5 min. 5 sec. 20_2. 4 
25 26 27 28 
4--L-'-1.1.= 1 0 • ~ 6 .7 5).3 7 2)3 0 9 6 5 2 8 7)1 55 8 41 
29 s llin . 
= $500 30 31 Subtract . e g-pnce 
Rate of commission = 8 % .2 8)4.9 1 2 yd. 1 ft. 
Commission · =$ 3 yd. 2ft. 
32 Principal =:= $ @ 0 0 33 34 35 Marked price = $ 2 5 
Rate = / 4 % 500 % of$20= 11b=44 
b = . 
Discount = 2 0 % 






















30 - - ------- -
31 ____ ~<!: __ !!.: 
Interest = $ 
--
. 32 ~- - - - - - - - -
36 
··e n= 
37 P'. 1 $100 rmc1pa = 
·Annual interest = $ 2.5 0 
Interest. rate .% 
38 
t % of$ 8 0 o· = 
Go right on to Example 39 on the next page. 
3; ~- --------
34 - - - - - - - - - -
35 ~---------
36 - - - - -- - - - -
37 -- - -----~ 
38 ~- - - - - - - _, -
TEST 2. ARITHMETIC COMPUTATION (Cont' d ) 
a.ttc~ -~~-




10 .30 so 7o g o .no 130 1.50 
.20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 



















I ~ s~lO U....l2 13o.}4l.Soo-1617 ... 181lloo20 
Number <1[ problems correct . 
FIG. 2 
' 
39 What tree takes 3 times as long to produce 18-inch saw logs as the 
cottonwood, according to Figure 1? 
40 How many more pupils had 15 or 16 problems correct than those who 
had 11 or 12 problems correct, according to Figure 2? ' 
' 
41 How many ct~bic inches of ice are there in the piece of ice shown~ in 
Figure 3? · 
I 
42 What is the area of the pip.g-pong table in Figure. 4 in square yards? 
43 Assessed valuation = $50 0 
Tax rate per $ 1 0 0 = $ 2.5 0 
44 
n-5=24 
45 L. t . $2 0 0 IS pnce = 
Discounts = 1 0 % ; 









39 -- ----- - - -
2 % 40 - - .: - - - - - - -
Amount of tax = $ __ 
n= 










' I X= 
52 50 If 15% of a number is $60, 
what is the nuniber? 25 = --% .of 5. 4:5 




~ == 80 2 
y = 
56 Multiply 
-: 3 b 
+2 
42 ----- _89 :. ~<!: 
' $ ' 
43 ------ --- -
49 
44 ------- -- - · 









46 -- -- ---- - -
47-------- - -
48 - - - - - - - - - -
49 ~- - - - - - - - -
50~- - -- ~ ----
5l ______ _ _ JQ 
52----------
53 - - - - _·- - - - -
54----------
55 - - - --- - - - -
56-- - -------
Go right on to Example 58 on the next page . 57 - - - - - - -- - -
. . 











Fig. 10 Fig. 11 
Answer 
58 What is the reading of the electric meter shown in 58 ______ !{~Ji 
Figure 5 in kilowatt-hours? 
59 Use the formula A = t bh to find the area of the 59 ______ !!<!: .!~-
triangle shown in Figure 6. 
60 Use the ,formula A = bh to find the area of the paral- 60 ------~C!:.P!.­
lelogram shown in Figure 7. 
61 How many cents of the city's tax dollar were spent 61 _________ ~ 
for educatibn, according to Figure 8? 
62 Use the formula A = 1rr2 to :find the area of the circle 62 ______ ~C!: In..: 
shown in Figure 9. (Use 1r = 3.14.) 
63 Find AC, or the hypotenuse, of the right triangle 63 ________ _!~ 
shown in Figure 10. 
64 Find the volume of the cylinder shown in Figure 11. 64 ______ ~~· _ir!· 
(Use 1r = 3.14.) 
'. 
65 Find the length of side B'C' in Figure 12, using the 65 __ ..,. _____ J1i 
method of similar -triangles. 
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1. On a boat there were 319 men, 257 women, and 42 children. 





2. Mr. Jackson had 154 sheep. He sold 75. and later bought 





3. A man had $5000. He paid $1425 for a car. How much 





·4. Counting 32 lb. of oats to the bushel, how many bushels 
are there in 256 lb. of oats? 
0 288 bu. 
0 224 bu. 
0 8192 bu. 
0 Sbu. 
5. A train that is due at our station at 8:10 was 30 min. late. 






6. James raised 43 rabbits. He sold 26. How much were the 




-. 0 391 
7. George bought 96 papers and sold ~ of them. How many 






8. A boy had two $5-bills, three $2-bills, four $1-bills, 3 half-





9. A man works 2~ hours repairing a car. If he· is paid 80 





10. George can hoe 7~ rows of corn in one hour. Andrew can 
hoe 6% rows. How many rows can both hoe in one hour? 
D u 5/ 12 
0 14 5/t~ 
D 13 t7/ ti 
0 st 2; 3 
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To find the score, count the squares that are marked out and multiply this number by 4. 
6. 
92 43 +26+ 23 
$3.91 D 43 - 26, X '23 
$. 92 43c + 26c + 23c 
391 
/ 




Omitted decimal point and 8 
7. 
Found number left 
96 X 4/3 
: 72 ·o %:, of 96, or %: X 96 







_ Added all figures: 5, 2, 1, 3, 2 
Counted 2 quarters as $ 1 
Added 5, 2, 3, and 2 
$22 D $1!0 + $6 + S4 + 81.50 + $.50 
9. 
$l. 60 · Multiplied SOc by 2, but not by M 
$2.20 0 SOc X 2%' 
$1.80 SOc X 2;\i 
$1.60% 
13 5/12 
SOc X 2. "%: " simply "tacked on" 
. to answer 
10. 
Did not carry the "1" from 17/12 
14 5f l2 0 7% + 6 2/3 
13 17/12 . Did not change 17/ 12 to 1 5/12 
51 2/3 Multiplied instead of adding 
11. 
$300 Used $30 as cost 0f 1 ton 
$100 D 830 7 3 X 10 
Used $30 as cost of 1 ton and found cost $900 of 30 tons 
$90 Used $30 as cost of 1 ton and found cost 
of 3 tons 
.... , .;. 
1. 
319 
996 Arranged numbers liko this, 267 
42 Q28 l'vli;o take in adding sycond column 







154 + 75 + 230 
15~ + 230 
230 + 75 
309 0 154-75 + 230 .Jr 1M+ 230- '15 
3. 
$3s7s D 5ooo - 1425 
$3475 Mistake in third combination 





Mistake in last combination 
4 . 
256 bu. + 32 bu. 
; 
256 bu. - 32 bu. 
256 bu. X S 
! 
8 bu. 0 2~5 bu. 7 a2 
5. 
i Subtracted instead o~ adding and 
.80 borrowed 1 instead of 60 
· J 
'l :40 Sljbtracted instead of adding 
'· ' 
· 8':4o 0 s:~o + 3o 
'780 . Subtracted, using hours and min11tes as 





Forgot having borrowed in third 
combinat ion. 
Mistake in t hird combination 
2~.2s rill. D so.oo - 26.75 
~- · Subtracted 50 from 26.76 
. 20. 
.01 Mistake in locating decimal point 
.001 0 .025 X .04 
.1 
1. 
Mistake in locating decimal point 
Mistake in locating decimal point 
21. 
56. Did not use " .392" as decimal 
5.6 · Mistake in locating decimal point 
·.56 Mistake in locating decimal point 
.OSG 0 Three decimal places in quotient 
$13 . .'50 
$15.00 
22. 
Found amount to be saved 
' Mistake in locating decimal point 
$14.85 Mistake in locating decimal point, and subtracted from $15 




Found the per cent left 
Divided 456 by 135 and located 
. ,. de'cimal point wrong 
39% 0 135.00 + 450 
. . 
3/ 10 · F~und fractional part 135 is of 450 
24. 
40% Divided 48 by 12 
8007' 0 Found what p er cent 48 is of 60 
' 10 - (48.00 + 60) 
4 07' - Divided 48 by 12 and called answer t o p er cent 
2507'
0 
Found what per cent 12 is of 48 




Multiplied Sl2,500 .by 8 
Found 8 per cent of $12,500, but 
<lid not subtract from $12,500 
$1562 . 50 · J:?ivided $12,500 by 8 
$11 500 D $'12,500 X .08 ~ $1000 
' ' $12,500 - $1000 ~ $11,500 
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12. 
-- -- --· . 
5/12-yd: D ~ 1/6 - 6~ 
13 11/12yd. 
3/12 yd. 
1 11/12 yd. 
A~ded instead of subtracting 
D~d not call the borrowed " 1 " 
- twelfths 






Simply wrote figures given, 
} 
D oes notknowdecimalcharacter 
of number system 
14. 
39 :gal. Added all the figures 
14 gal. Thought 2 qt. made a gallon 
7 ;g~l. 0 2. gal. + Hi gal. + 2U gal. + 131 
. gal. 
g3/ 'gal Added all the figures , getting 39, and 
"
4 
• divided by 4 
15. 
5 hr. 15 ~n. 0 2hr. 5 min. + 3 hr. 10 min. 
6 hr. 15 min. -
5 hr'. 25 min. 
5 hr. 5 ~Ii. 
Gi:>t 3 hr. 5 min. between 9:15 and 
11 :20, or 4 hr. 10 min. between 1:30 
and 4 :40 
Got 2 hr. 15. min. between 9 :15 and 
11:20 
Got on\y 3 hr. between 1:30 and 4:40 
16. 
26.~ A. Thought 120 sq. rd. made an acre 
20 A. D 40 X 80 + 160 
lO A. Thought 320 sq. rd. made an acre 
5 A. -- ·_ Thought 640 sq. rd. made an a cre 
17 . . 
20;649 R egarded decimals as integers 
140;358 _ ;Regarded .62 as integer 
78.978 0 D ecimal points in column , 
77'.978 . Mistake in adding fourth column 
18. 
3 yd. :u t. o -5 yd. - 1 yd. 2 ft. 
3 yd. 10: ft~· ~Thought 12ft. madE> a yd. 
I . 
4 yd. 1 lt· 
1 yd. ~ ft. 
Forgot having borrowed 1 yd. 






12. From a roll of ribbon containing 7~ yd., 6r.f' yd. were sold. 
How many yards were left in the roll? 
0 5/ 12 yd. 
0 13 11/ 12 yd. 
0 3/ 12 yd. 
0 111/ 12 yd . . 





14. A boy delivered the following bottles of milk: Monday, 8 
one-quart bottles, 10 one-pint bottles; Tuesday, 9 one-quart 
bottles, 12 one-pint bottles. How many gallons of milk did he 
deliver in all? 
0 39 gal. 
O 14 gal. 
0 7 gal. 
0 9X gal. 
15. In the morning, John left home at 9:15 and returned at 
11:20. In the afternoon, he left at 1:30 and returned at 4:40. 
How long was he away from home altogether? 
0 5 hr. 15 min. 
0 6 hr. 15 min. 
0 5 hr. 25 min. 
0 5 hr. 5 min . . 
16. A field is 40 rd. wide and 80 rd. long. How many acres 
does it contain? 
17. Add 28.62, 32.9, and 17.458. 
0 26.6 acres 
0 20 acres 
0 10 acres 





1~. The members of a class got 5 yd. of ribbon from a store. 
They returned 1 yd. 2 ft. For how much ribbon did they have 
to. pay? · 
0 3 yd. 1ft. 
0 3 yd. 10ft. 
0 4 yd. 1ft. 
0 1 yd. 1ft. 
19. After a boy had hiked 26.75 miles of a 50-mile journey, 
.ho_w far did he still have to go? 
I 
20. Multiply .025 by .04. 
21. Divide .392 by 7. 
O 24.25 mi. 











22. Ralph wishes to buy a baseball outfit which costs $15. He 





23. Mrs. Brady had 450 chickens and sold 135. What per cent 




0 3/ 1o 
24. A baseball team has won 48 games and lost 12. What per 





25. A man bought a house and lot for $12,500. He sol 
property at a loss of 8% . For how much did he sell it? 
0 $100,000 
0$1000 












"' 0 ,<:1 
"' 
0 8! ,<:1 
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1. At a football game there were 269 women, 227 men, and 
32 children. How many people were there at the game 
altogether? 




2. John had 134 marbles. He lost 45 and later bought 120. 





3. A man had·$7000. He spent $3325 for an aeroplane. How 





4. Countlng 16 ounces to a pound of candy, how many 
pounds are there in 384 ounces of candy? 




5. Lindbergh was due at 7:10, but was delayed for 40 minutes. 





6. Jane had 54 toys. She sold 38 of them. How mu<;h are 





7. Betty had 72 beads. She lost % of them. How many 
did she lose? 
8. Bob deposited in the school bank three $5-bills, two $2-
bi.lls, six $1-bills, 2 half-dollars, and 3 quarters. How much 





9. A man rented a rowboat for 2% hours at 60 cents per hour. 





10. A boy scout hiked 4Ys miles on Monday and 3% miles on 
Tuesday. How far did he travel altogether? 
0 1 1112 
0 1 13/12 
0 8 1/ 12 
016% 
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To find the score. count the squares that are marked out and multiply this number by 4 . 
157 54 .+ 3::-i + 65 
$10.40 0 . 54 - :3::;, X G5 
$Ui7 ·54c + 38¢ + 65c 
10-!0 Omitted decimal point and S 
7 
24 Found number left. 
1 ns :· ~ " .- 7'2 ~ 1~ 
48 .-o-· ;,~ ~f 72 , or 7~ X 72 
' 3G r i2 .+ 2 
... 
I.. "' 8 
$26.75( ] Sl~ ·+ S4 + $6 + S1 + 8.75 
: Added three, two, six , 2 and 3 
! 
$27 .25 -· ·. (}o\mt.ed :~quarters as $1.2:3 
~-
. ~Added 5, '2, l , 2. :.nd 3 
'-~ . ~- . ··.t• 
.·· ·.: 
.~. 9 
$L35 Multiplied GO by 2, and then b y >:, 
$1.20 .·· Multiplied GO by 2, hut not. by % 
~ ·. . . . 
$1.65 o' ·~· 6o . ' x 2% 
4 . . l . 
$1.20%: .'.GO X 2; simply" tacked on· · the % 
10. 
7 1/ 12 . · , .Did. not earry the" 1 " from 10/ 12 
7 13/ 12 Did; not change 1:3/ 12 to 1 1; 12 
8 1/ 12 0 AJ,~ + 3% 
·-Multiplied in"tead cf adding 
11. 
Ts( d $40 as cost cf 1 bicycle 
$100 D s4o + 4, X 10 
$1600 
$160 
. Used S41 as cost of I 
follnd cost of 4() bicy cles 
·used 840 ns cost of 1 
foun~ cost of 4 bicycles 






816 Arranged numbers like this ~g~ 
528 ;::J 269 + 227 + 32 
464 2()9 + 227 - 32 
32 
518 'Mistake in adding Sf•cond co lumn 
') 
209 0 .134-45 , 120 ; or 1:14-t-120-45 






120 + 4:) 
3 
· Mistake in last combination 
Inser ted decimal point 
Subtracted O's from Rttbtrahend 
$367<.i 0 7000 - 3325 
400 lb . 
368 lb. 
153() lb . . 
4 
384 + l(j 
24 lb. 0 Rfi4 + 16 
5 
6:30 Subtracted instead of adding 
6:70 Subtracted instead of adding and 
borrowed 1 instead of 60 
1 ,5o ·0 ?-:io + 40 






S~btracted 75 from 49.25 
Fbrgot having borrowed fror.1 the 
· ·'.5" 
I 
' Mistake in fourth combinat-ion 
! 
1i . o · 7~.oo- 49.25 
.j 
20. 






Mistake in locating decimal 
point 
21. 
46 Did not use " ..!14 " as a decimal 
4.G [i 
. ·MistakC' in locat.ing d<'cimal 
, _46 J point 
.046 0 Three decimal places in quotiC'nt 
22 . 
$1D.SO F'Ound amount Tom lacked 
'· 
Sli, _88 dbt 12¢ S~2.00 
and subtracted from 
$1.20 D ~i2 X .10 
$12.00 1\~istake in locating decimal point 
23. 
75 % Found the ppr cent left 
40.% Divided ()()0 hy 105 nne! nddcd a '•·o" 
25 % 0 !Gfi.OO .,._ 060 
F~und what. fractional part 1().5 is 
_),:J. of 660 
24. 
30% DiYided 4ii by lfi and o.dd ~cl a" 0" 
' 0 Found " ·hat per <'P.nt 45 is of 60 
75 % (45.00 .,._ tJO) 
3% 
$72,500 
Divided 45 by 15 
Found what per cent 15 is of 45 
(·15 .00 .;- 45) 
25 . 
. Multiplied 814,500 by 5 
., 13 _7 _ D $14.500 x .or, = 8725; 
"' •
1 
.) 8 14.500- 72!j = $1:3,775 
$2,9)0 
$725 
.DiYicled S i4,500 by 5 




1 7/ 12qt .. 
1.5 74 i:tt. 
2% t1t· .. 
12. 
Did not call the borrowed " 1 " 
.: t.~elfths 
· AC\ded instead of subtracting 
. Forgot ha vin~~: borrowed from tile 8 













Si~ply wrote digits g iven 
Wrqte first three digits and last digit 
with "0" inserted to make enough 
places for thousands 
Wrote -1~2,000 as one number, then 
added the last "order" with "5" in 
unit's place 
14. 
0 ·Added in auy one of severa l ways 
Added all the figures, getting 39, 
t hC'n di ,,idt'd by cl 
Added a ll the figures 
Thought 2 qt. mad C' a gallon 
.i 
15. 
5 hr. 45 mi'n. Got 1 hr. too many inone of the neriods 
-dften by counting as follows, 9, 10, 12 
4 hr . 45 min . 0 .:? hr . 25 min . + 2 hr. 20 min. 
4 hr. 55 min. 
4 hr. 25 min. 
Got 2 hr. 35 min. for first period 
Keglect~d the minutes in the sec-
ond period 
l G. 
5A D 40 X 20, .;- 160 
T hought 120 sq. rd. made an acm 
Thought :320 RCJ. rd. made a n ac re 
1 7.[ .\ i'bought H~O sq. rd. made an ac·rn 
17. 
170.058 Regarded the .92 as an intege r 
41124 . Regarded decimals as integers 
78.97S o· D ecimal points in co lumn 
77.978 . _Mistake in adding fourth column 
18 . 
'l 
4 yd. 2 H .. · 0 7 yd. - 2 yd. 1 ft . 
5 Vll. 2' f.t, . 
t· 
2 yd . 2ft' . . 
4 yd. ll; f ~·· 
,, ... 
1; 0rgot having borrowed 1 yd. 
Borrowed ":l" from 7 yd. 
' T hought 12 ft. made a yd. 
' : • 
12. Some girls bought 8Y2 quarts of ice cream. They used 
6.~ quarts. How much was left? 
0 1 1112 qt. 
. 0 15~ qt. 
0 2% qt. 
01% qt. 





14. A boy sells 7 one-quart bottles and 9 one-pint bottles of 
orangeade at one show, and 16 one-quart bottles and 7 one-
pint bottles at another. How many gallons did he sell in all? 
D 7% gal. 
D 9% gal. 
D 39 gal. 
D 15Yz gal. 
15. School begins in the morning at 9:15 and dismisses at 
11:40. In the afternoon school begins at 1:05 and dismisses at 
3:25. How long do we stay in school? 
D 5 hr. 45 min. 
D 4 hr. 45 min. 
D 4 hr. 55 min. 
O 4 hr. 25 min. 
16. Our athletic field is 40 rods long and 20 rods wide. How 
many acres does it contain? 
17. Add 22.92, 38.658 and 17.4. 
D 5 acres 
D 6% acres 
D 272 acres 





18. The teacher bought 7 yd. of material for Mary's costume. 
She returned 2 yd. and 1 ft. How much did she use? 
. 
0 4 yd. 2ft. 
0 s yd. 2ft. 
0 2 yd. 2ft. 
0 4 yd. 11 tt . 
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19. In an automobile race of 75 miles a car broke down a 
49.25 miles. How far had it yet to go? 
20. Multiply .075 by .04 
21. Divide .414 by 9 
D 48.so mi. 
D 26.75 mi . 










22. Tom wants to buy a pair of skates which costs 512.00. He 





23. Of 660 students in a school, 165 entered a field meet. 





24. The Pirates won 45 games and lost 15. What per cent did 
they win? 
25. A man bought a race track for $14,500. 











ARITHMETIC TEST (Teacher made) 
1. What . value do you see in figuring on a real problem as 
the buying of a house or clothes? 
2. Which type of problem (text book or real · life problem) 
helps you most to understand what is happening in your 
own family, when a car is to be purchased? ·Give reasons. 
3. What are the chief items of expense in supporting a 
family? 
4. What expenses would you have if you owned and operated 
a car? 
5. How would you determine how much a college education 
would cost you? 
6. If you earned $30.00 a week as a salary, what part should 





7. Explain how to find a man's Federal Income Tax. 
8. Why must a storekeeper make a profit on his business? 







patching a tire 
Tax rate for the 
Town of Braintree 
10. A man wishes to buy a car; explain three ways he may 
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DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORK.S 
. JOHN W . BEAL, CO MMISSIONER .. 
REGISTRY OF MOTOR VEHICLES 
*Gaso- tNon-100 NASHUA ST .• BOSTON 
REGISTRAR O F MOTOR VEHICL£8 line Gasoline 
SCHEDULE OF FEES 
Less than 30 horsepower 
30 and less than 40 horsepower 
AUTOMOBILES 40 and less than 50 horsepower 
50 horsepower and over 
Semi-passenger type of a carrying capacity not exceeding 1,000 lbs. 
(See reverse side for Horsepower formula) 
MOTOR CYCLES (with or without side-car) 
TAXICABS 
For EACH 1,000 lbs. weight or fractional part thereof over 4,500 lbs., an additional 
TRUCKS Maximum weight, truck and load, 30,000 lbs. Maximum fee . . . . 
(If hard tires, 28,000 lbs. only, fee $42.00) ~Weight of vehicle and load :-Based on minimum of 4,500 lbs. . . . . Maximum weight, 3 axle truck and load, 40,000 lbs. Maximum fee 
ELECTRIC TRUCKS one-half fees of non-gasoline driven trucks. Minimum fee 
TRACTORS (PARTS { Weight of tractor plus ':'eight of h~aviest semi-trailer and load, with which combined (i.e., 
OF SEMI-TRAILER total weight of semt-tratler umt) . 
UNITS) Same fees as trucks. Minimum fee . . . . . . . . . . . 
OTHER TRACTORS. Same fees as gasoline driven trucks. Minimum fee 
SEMI-TRAILERS. If drawn by a tractor, All, Flat fee 
(Otherwise, see Trailers) 
SEMI-TRAILER UNITS. See Tractors (parts of semi-trailer units) 
J H eavy Duty Platform type-Same fees as gasoline driven trucks, except minimum fee TRAILERS T raders of a carrying capacity not exceeding 1,000 lbs. j When used for the transporta tion of commodities in connection with commerce 
l \Nhen otherwise or privately used (including auto homes, horse trailers, etc.) 
FARM TRACTORS. (Not a part of a semi-trai ler unit) . 
HEARSES, UNDERTAKER'S AMBULANCES. Same fees as automobiles according to horsepower.:j: 
HOSPITAL AMBULANCES, FIRE ENGINES and APPARATUS 
l
7 Seat or less (exclusive of driver's seat) . . . . . . . . Per Seat 
BUSSES OR OTHER 
MOTOR VEHICLES 8 or more Seats (exclusive of driver's seat) . . . . . . . . . P er Seat 
USED FOR CARRY- Minimum fee . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
lNG pASSENGERS School Busses used exclusively under contract for the transportation 'of school children 
FOR HIRE. (Note-School 15usses may also be used for the transpor tation of persons to and from 
church and Sunday school services) . . . . . . . . . Per Bus 
MUNICIPAL, COUNTY and STATE OWNED AUTOMOBILES and TRAILERS 
Except:- MUNICIPAL AMBULANCES, FIRE ENGINES and APPARATUS, POLICE DEPARTMENT 
and PARK BOARD AUTOMOBILES and TRAILERS 
____ ABOVE FEES HALVED BETWEEN OCT. 1 AND ·DEC; 31 
MANUFACTURER or D-;AUR in Automobiles~- M~torCyci-es, Trailers, MotorVehii:Te B"miie-s m-· Tops;c ff a-
REPAIRER of motor vehicles or . .trailers : 
Certificate of Registration (not including number pla tes) 
EACH pair of number plates (one pair only or more if desired) . . . . . 
SUBSTITUTION of registration of a motor vehicle for that of a vehicle previously registered. (If the horsepower or 
carrying capacity of the vehicle substituted is great~r than that of the ve~icle ~rst ~egiste~e.d, the applicant 
must pay the difference between the fe es for the higher and lower classificatiOns m addttron to the sub-
sti tution fee) . 
SUBSTITUTION of registration of a MOTOR CYCLE for that of a motor cycle previously registered 
NON-RESIDENTS are entitled to reciprocity; must maintain a liability insurance policy. 
LICENSE TO OPERATE MOTOR VEHICLES . . . . . . . . 
EXAMINATION for LICENSE (Everyone desiring a license must pass examination) 
















6 .00 6.00 
1.00 1.00 
15.00 15.00 
4.50 4 .50 
1.00 1.00 
2.00 2.00 
No Fee No Fee 




2.00 2 .00 
No Fee No Fee 
---
--·-
3.00 3 .00 
3 .00 3.00 
1.00 1.00 
.50 .50 
RENEWAL OF LICENSE TO OPERATE MOTOR VEHICLES . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
R enewal must be applied for within bvo yea rs of expiration date of license; after two years applicant must take 





ADDITIONAL COPY of license or registration certificate (to replace one lost, mutilated or illegible) 1.00 
-
ADDITIONAL NUMBER PLATE (To replace one lost, multilated or destroyed . . . . . . . . . 1.00 
Registration is not required of road rollers, street sprinklers, snow loaders, power excav";tors, power graders, concrete mixers 
and vehicles operated by the system known as trolley motor or tracldess t rolley and under certam conditions, agricultural or industrial 
tractors and trailers. 
DO NOT SEND STAMPS OR CURRENCY 
MAKE CHECKS OR MONEY ORDERS PAYABLE TO REGISTRY OF MOTOR VEHICLES 
*Gasoline inclu<l.~. benzol. or othet: products used in propelling motor vehicles using combustion type engines, except Diesel Engines. 
tElectric, steam P,Qv',(,er, Diesel Engme, et~. . . . 
:j:1,Iay a lso be regi-S.tered as trucks at a mtmmum of $6.00 tf desired. 
G-31. !Sm-8- 16- 40. 7841. 9· 40. 3900 
THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS- DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS 
MASSACHUSETTS MOTOR VEHICLE HORSE POWER TABLE 
FOR DETERMINING HORSE POWER CLASSIFICATION AND REGISTRATION FEE 
H. P. = N X . 0 " s 0 =BORE OR INTERNAL DIAMETER IN INCHES 
·· ' 2 { N = N'? OF CYLINDERS 
IO S =STROKE IN INCHES 
4 CYLINDER TABLE 6 CYLINDER TABLE 
STROKE STROKE 
!. ~ i! 7 4 I lA I ~ 'A!..!~ J3 47 SIC:.' '" I S"- •L!. Io..~l!;3 5"' 6 2. 8 4 B ISrq'f B .'+z "tS L~4 6 ~-J!JU4 6U2. U 6U4 6 
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